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PREFACE 
This paper presents some methods and results recently discovered in the theory 
of network flows. We are considering classes of more or less traditional problems 
arising in connection with families of flows sharing capacities of the same network. 
Such families, usually known as ‘multicommodity network flows’, are henceforth 
referred to as MULTIFLOWS. 
Throughout the paper, only non-directed networks are considered. Moreover, we 
confine ourselves to situations which are ‘linear’ in the sense that only linear con- 
straints and objectives are considered for multiflow problems, and only real-valued 
solutions are being sought. Nevertheless we are particularly interested in integral, 
‘half-’ and ‘quarter-integral’ solutions whenever they exist - but only due to the 
nature of the problem and the method it is handled with. 
The approach to flows in networks used here goes back to the labelling procedure 
of L.R. Ford & D.R. Fulkerson [I], further extended by T. Hu [2] and B.V. 
Cherkasski [3,4] (see also G.M. Adelson-Velski, E.A. Dinic & A.V. Karzanov [5], 
Chapter 3). The ‘dual’ investigations of multiflow bottlenecks has been carried out 
by K. Onaga & 0. Kakusho [6] and M. Iri [7], and later by B.A. Papernov [B]. These 
two trends in multiflow studies have constituted the present approach which may 
be qualified as combinatorial, or structural, or qualitative (the third in no way 
nrrxi,m,t;nn frnm A~,r~lnn;nn h;nhl,r offi,;,nt ‘cnmh;n~tnr;~l’ nrnn~A,,v~c tn hc,nrll,n t/‘b “r‘lrlrlg II “ill Ub” b’“p”‘6 ‘116111J b1 IICIbIIL C”lll”lllUL”l ,a, p, “CLUUILJ L” IICLIIUIL 
certain specified classes of multiflow problems), as opposed to numerous computa- 
tional efforts using the pivoting ideas of linear programming (see [9]). 
An attempt to merge these two trends was carried out in [lO,ll]. It gave rise to 
the theory, a piece of which is presented in this paper. The paper in no way exhausts 
the topic but rather reflects the author’s own interests. Very interesting and promis- 
ing results of A.V. Karzanov, not represented here, can be found in [12-161. 
The difference between the two approaches to multiflows mentioned above - 
‘combinatorial’ and ‘simplex’ - lies in what each of them assumes as a local 
transformation of a multiflow. Classes of multiflow problems are now known for 
which pivoting of a chain basis, as offered by, say, the modified simplex method 
(see e.g. [2]) is surely less natural and ‘local’ than picking certain ‘traffic-jam’ con- 
figurations of chains out of a multiflow for appropriate rearranging. 
The present investigation is focused on general technical ideas and methods rather 
than on solving this or that particular class of problems. Moreover, a new type of 
multiflow problem has been introduced to measure the capability of certain com- 
binatorial techniques. Thus, solvability of the locking problem introduced in Sec- 
tion 8 points out the natural field of applications for the well-known Ford-Fulker- 
son augmenting path principle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this section some basic concepts, terms and notations are being recalled or in- 
troduced, and the principal types of multiflow problems (an area regarded now as 
a natural field of combinatorial mathematics) are formulated. 
The following notations are used throughout the paper: 
V 
T 
[x3 Yl 
(x9 Y) 
[Xl 
(-0 
K Yl 
K Y) 
S=(T, U) 
R CR+) 
RX 
Rf 
./k, 
supp(f) 
IE 
QX 
c 
d 
CK, Yl 
4% Yl 
c(A > 
the set of real (nonnegative) numbers 
the Euclidean space of real-valued functions f: X + R with the inner 
product f.g= CrExf(x) g(x) 
the nonnegative octant in RX 
the set of all (nonnegative) metrics on V (see Section 2) 
={eE[V]: f(e)#O} for feR[‘] 
the indicator of a subset E c [VI; the 0, l-valued function from RLV1 
with supp(1,) = E 
the indicator of a cut-set [X,X], referred to as a ‘cut’ 
a capacity function 
a demand function 
=c et [X, i+(e) 
= c U E [X, @J(u) 
= min{c[X, X]: XC V, Xii T=A} for any proper subset A c T, 
!I?= (V, T;c) a (non-directed) network with vertex-set V, terminal-set T and 
capacity function c 
Paths and chains 
A path is a sequence P = (uo, vI, . . . , uk) of vertices from V, called the points of P; 
the set of vertices 
the set of terminals, TC V 
an edge, i.e. the unordered pair of x, YE V, x#y 
an arc, i.e. the ordered pair of x, YE V, x#y 
the set of all [x, y] with x, y E X (XC V) 
similarly for (x, y) 
the set of all [x, y] with XE X, y E Y, where X, Y are proper subsets 
of V such that Xfl Y= 0 
similarly for (x, y) 
a scheme, i.e. a graph with vertex-set T, edge-set U c [T] and without 
isolated vertices 
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each (ordered) pair (Ui- t, vi) is called an arc of P. The inverse of P is the path 
P=(x,,xt,... ,~k)with~j=Uk_;,j=O,l,..., k. The paths P and P together form the 
pair of opposite orientations of the chain L = [vO, . . . , vk] = [x0, . . . , xk]. The (non- 
directed) pairs [u;_,, U,], i= 1, . . . . k, are called the edges of L. 
Paths are mainly denoted by P; chains are denoted only by J, K, L. 
Given a chain L = [vO, . . . , Uk] we write L[y Uj] to denote the segment of L with 
the end-points vi and Uja We also write L[x, y] when the ordinal numbers of x and 
y in L are clear from the context. To express that a, 6, . . . , c (each of which is either 
a vertex or an edge) are located on the chain L = L[x, y] in the above order when 
scanned from x to y, we write (x, a, b, . . . ,c,y)L. 
For the chains L = L [r, s] and J= J[s, t] with the common end-point s, their con- 
catenation LJ is defined as the chain K= K[r, t] such that (r, s, t )K and K[r, s] = L 
and K[s, t] = J. 
Multiflows 
A (two-terminal) flow on V is a function f: (V) + R + , satisfying the ‘conserva- 
tion law’ 
(1) div#) zf c (f (x, A -f 0, XI> = 0 
YtV\iri 
for all XE I/ except, possibly, for the two called terminals off. The terminal, say 
s, with divf(s)>O is called the source off, while the opposite one, say t, which has 
divf(t) = - divf(s) < 0, is called the sink. The nonnegative quantity 
(2) I/f 11 cdivf(s) = - divf(t) 
is called the magnitude off. A flow with zero magnitude is not necessary zero itself; 
it is referred to as a circulation. Associated with the flow f is its ‘traffic’ function 
if: [V] + R + defined by 
(3) if[X,Yl=f(X,y)+f(y,x). 
The flow fi defined by f(x, y) =f(y, x) is said to be inverse to f. Obviously, 
c+(x) = - divf(x), II~II = llf II and i3= if. 
Example. A path P=(s=vO, vl, . . . . uk = t) generates the flow dp with the values 
/3,(x, JJ) = the number of occurrences of (x, y) as an arc of P. Clearly l16’plj = 1 pro- 
vided s + t. 
The combinatorics of flows is entirely based on the following 
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Theorem. Given two distinct vertices , t E V, let .Y be the collection of paths starting 
from s and terminating at t, and let %’ be the collection of all closed paths. Then 
for each flow f on V with source s and sink t, there exist functions u : 9-+ R, and 
p: V+ R, such that 
(4) f = p;p(P) e,+ &B(P) QP, 
and it is easily verified that 
In general the representation (4) is not unique. The path P is said to be a line of 
f if there exists a path expansion off with a(P)>O. The theorem remains true if 
f, (Y and /3 take integer values. 
Let U be any subset of [VI; a multiflow F= {fu: u E U} is a family of flows, ex- 
actly one for each u E U; moreover, the terminal-pair off, is just u (if u = [s, t], we 
also write f,,). For the purposes of this paper two multiflows with the same U need 
not to be distinguished if their corresponding flows coincide up to inversion. The 
single exception is indicated below.Associated with the multiflow Fare the follow- 
ing two ‘traffic’ functions: 
(5) iF= c iA, or CF[X, ~1 = C (f,(x, y) +f,(y, x)), 
UElJ utu 
(6) 6~ix, _vl = Ilf,ll, if Ix, yl E U 
=o, otherwise. 
Each t E V which meets an edge from U is called a terminal of F; the set of ter- 
minals is always denoted by T. The graph S = (T, U) is referred to as the scheme of 
F. Clearly S is without loops, multiple edges and isolated vertices. 
The magnitude IlFll of the multiflow F is defined as 
(7) IIFII = Eullfu II = E,, m4 
For any proper subset A C T define the subfamilies 
F;={f,EF: UE[A]}, 
F;={fuEF: ue[A,A]}, 
the latter being always regarded as directed so that each f, E Fi has its source in A. 
In applications throughout this paper, Fi may be thought of as a multiflow realisa- 
tion of the notion of ‘multiterminal flow’ (see [l]). 
Given two multiflows F(‘) = {f (‘I. u E u”‘}, i= 1, 2, their sum is defined as 
follows. Set U= CJ”‘U U(‘) and coisider each F”’ as extended on U by introducing 
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zero flows, if needed. Then, for each u E U, direct both fu(‘) and fi”’ so that they 
would have the same source and sink, and set 
f u = fu(I) + f,‘? 
The multiflow F= {f,: UE U} thus obtained is said to be the sum of F(l) and Fc2). 
Clearly, both & and BF are additive: 
(8) i F”‘+FcZ, =&U’S &(2, 
and similarly for aF. 
Networks 
A (non-directed) network is defined as 
distinguished subset of V, whose members 
c: [V] + R, is the capacity function of Y?. 
a triple !R= (V, T;c) where T is a 
are called the terminals of %, and 
Given a network (n= (V, T; c) and a multiflow F, the latter is said to be a 
multiflow in 9, provided supp(bF) c [T] and iF< c. 
A multiflow F in % is said to be maximal (with respect to R), if 
l\Fjl = max{ (lF’(l: F ’ is a multiflow in Y?} 
Let the above maximum be denoted by K(g); its dependence on Y? is given by the 
following expression found by V.L. Kuperschtoch [ 171: 
K(m)=+ Cc(t), 
rer 
generalizing the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem of Ford & Fulkerson [l]. 
Given two networks, !I?(‘) = (I/(‘), T(j); cc’)), i = 1, 2, the map v, : Yc2) + V(l) is said 
to be a homomorphism of s(2) into Y?(l), if 
(a) pTc2’ = T(l), and 
(b) c(‘)[x, y] 2 c(2)[@ Ix, v- ‘y] for all x, y E 9 1/(l), xfy; 
if, in addition, v, is l-l and cc2)[x,y] =c(‘)[~x, rpy] for all x, YE Yc2), xfy, then P is 
called an isomorphism. 
The underlying graph G = G(s) of the network !I?= (V, T; c) can be defined as 
(V, E), where E= supp(c). We shall regard %’ as possessing the graph-theoretic pro- 
perties of G(s); for instance, XE I/ is of a certain degree in 9, if it is so in G(g). 
The following reductions of ‘32 essentially preserve each multiflow in it. First, all 
vertices from V\ T of degree 0 or 1 can be deleted from ‘8. Second, each vertex 
u E V\ T of degree 2 can be transformed by subtracting a triangle. Let x, y be the 
vertices adjacent to u, and set cw=min{c[x, u], c[y, 01). Then assign c: =c-aA:,,, 
or 
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c(e) - a, 
i 
e = Ix, ul or [y, ul, 
c(e):= c(e)+a, e=[x,y], 
c(e), otherwise. 
After all such reductions have been applied to a given 8, the unique reduced net- 
work in’is obtained such that each vertex is of degree 3 or more. Two networks with 
the same terminal-set T are said to be homeomorphic, if they are reducible to the 
same 8’ (up to a T-preserving isomorphism). 
Given three networks Y?= (V, T; c), Y?’ = (I/‘, T; c’) and ‘37” = (I/“, T; c”) with the 
same T, Y?’ is said to be an implantation of !I?” into Y?, if ‘S’ and W’ are homeomor- 
phic and there exists a T-preserving homomorphism of Y2’ into !I?. 
For instance, any line-expansion of a multiflow Fin %’ can be thought of as the 
network Ylfi-=(T, T; ~3,) implanted into Y?. 
Problems 
The only multiflow problems considered in this paper are those formulated in 
terms of the traffic functions &, S, and containing no explicit constraints other 
than bounds for &(e) and JF(e), eE [VI. 
The feasibility problem (c, d). Given c, d E R + “I find (in the sense ranging from 
‘check existence’ to ‘construct by a “good” algorithm’) a multiflow F satisfying 
(9) ~,SC and 6,rd. 
In other words, consider the network % = (V, T; c) where T= {u E V: u is incident 
to supp(d)}. Then the problem is to implant !l?‘= (T, T, d) into !I?. 
If a multiflow satisfying (9) exists, then the pair (c, d) is said to be feasible; that 
multiflow being its solution. 
A general extremal multiflow problem (a, b ( c, d >. Given four functions a, 6, c, 
dE RI,“], find a multiflow F maximizing 
(10) a.dF- b.iF 
subject to (9). 
This may be understood as if implanting provides the income of as many as a(u) 
dollars per demand unit for each u E [T], while for each e E [V] its capacity must 
be leased for b(e) dollars per capacity unit. 
The maximum of (10) consistent with (9) is denoted by the value (a, b j c, d). 
Some special cases of the general extremal problem are of particular interest. 
Assume b and d are both zero and let (a / c) denote the resulting problem of max- 
imizing 0.6, subject to &SC. The interesting cases are the following: 
(i) a is a metric on some TC I/ and zero outside [T]; 
(ii) a is a 0, l-valued function or, which is the same, the indicator of some UC_ [T]. 
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This sort of problems is also denoted by (S, Y?) where Y?= (V, T; c) is the network 
and S= (T, U) is the scheme determined by the terminal-set T= {u E V: u is incident 
to U>. They are often referred to as max .Zproblems. The max Z-problem with 
U= [T] is called the free problem. 
The following ‘combinatorial’ idea underlies the multiflow duality theory 
presented in the next section. Consider the feasibility problem (c, d) and let T be the 
terminal-set of the demands d. Consider the graph G = (V, E), E = supp(c), and the 
scheme S = (T, U), U= supp(d), c(e) and d(u) being regarded as the widths of their 
edges. We seek to implant S into G. Assume for a moment that Vis embedded into 
a metric space. Then each edge [x,y] of G or S acquires the length I[x,y], so that 
its volume may be defined as I[x, y] . c[x, y] for G or I[x, y] .d[x, y] for S. Let the 
volumes of G and S be defined as the sums of the volumes of their edges. Then the 
inequality 
(11) volume(S) I volume(G) 
is a necessary condition for S to be implantable into G. 
The fundamental fact is that (11) becomes sufficient when it holds for every 
metric on V. 
13 
2. FLOWS AND METRICS 
The development which follows is based on the general existence theorem for 
multiflows in a given network having prescribed magnitude of their two-terminal 
components. The prototype of this criterion has earlier been stated and proved by 
K. Onaga & 0. Kakusho [6] and M. Iri [7], so henceforth it is referred to as the 
Japanese theorem. Its modern formulation, due to Papernov [S], needs the follow- 
ing slightly weakened notion of metric. 
Definition. A function ,B E Rlvl . IS said to be a metric on V if for any three distinct 
x, y, TE V it satisfies the triangle inequality 
(12) ~~~,~l+~~z,Yl-~~~,Yl~~. 
Values of metrics are also denoted by p(e), where e E [VI. 
Let 4’ denote the set of all metrics on V. It follows from the definition that .4’ 
is a closed convex polyhedral cone in R [‘I Moreover, the identity below (20) im- . 
plies that .A;/c RLvl. 
Theorem 1 (the Japanese theorem). A pair (c, d) E R, [‘I x R\“] is feasible if and only 
if the inequality 
(13) p.(c-d)zO 
holds for every metric p on V. 
The theorem follows from Lemmas 2.1-2.3 below, each of which turns out to be 
quite simple. The first of them asserts that once an edge eE [V] with positive 
demand d(e) has a non-zero capacity c(e), we can always maximize the amount Ilf,ll 
sent through e in order to exhaust either c(e) or d(e). This leads to the crucial con- 
clusion that the feasibility of (c, d) depends only on c - d. 
Lemma 2.1. Given a multiflow F= {f,}, there exists a multiflow H= {h,} with 
cH = c$, SH = 8, and the folio wing ‘diagonal’ property: 
(14) L,(u) = min{Mu), 6kf(u)>, for all u E [VI. 
Proof. Suppose there exists e= [s, t] E [VI with iJe(e)< min{&(e), dF(e)}, and let 
s, t be the source and sink off, respectively. We have 
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therefore f, has a line, say P= (s = oo, ul, . . . , uk = t) with k> 1 and positive 
w(P) = min{f,(Y_ t, vi): i= 1, . . . , k}. On the other hand, if,(e)< cF(e) means that 
some other flow f of F has [f(e) > 0. Without loss of generality let f(s, t) > 0, and 
put w’=min{ w(P), f(s, I)}. Now, rearrange f, and f as follows (see Fig. 1): 
f(s, t>: =f(s, t) - w’, 
f,(s, t): =f& 1) + w’, 
f(u,~l,Di):=f(Ui-l,Ui)+W’, 
fJu,- t, ui): =f,(ui_ ,, vi> - w’, for i= 1, . . . , k. 
@+_B@+ 
Fig. 1. 
This transformation, for a given e E [VI, preserves &, SF and the other diagonal 
values if,(u), ufe. At the same time it nullifies either w(P) for some line P off, 
or [f(e) for some other f from F. So after a finite number of such transformations 
(14) will be satisfied. 0 
Corollary 2.1. (c, d) is feasible if and only if the reduced problem (C, d) is feasible 
where e=(c-d)+,d^=(c-d)-, or 
(15) 
~(u)=c(u)-min{c(u), d(u)} =max{O, C(U)-d(u)}, 
d(u) = d(u) - min{c(u), d(u)) = max{O, d(u) -c(u)}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the value f,(s, t) = min{c(u), d(u)} can always be assigned 
for each u = [s, t], assuming that f,, is directed from s to t. After this, the reduced 
problem (2, d^) remains to be solved. 0 
Now, let two problems (c, d) and (c’, d’) be regarded as equivalent whenever 
c-d = c’ -d’, i.e. whenever their reduced versions coincide. One of two equivalent 
problems is feasible if and only if the other is feasible also. 
Conversely, each function g: [V] -+ R represents the equivalence class of feasibili- 
ty problems (c, d) with c-d=g; the reduced formulation for this class is (g’, g-). 
Thus R[“] has been identified with the set of all feasibility problems up to the 
above equivalence. From now on the term ‘problem g’ is used as a synonym of 
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‘equivalence class corresponding to g’; to solve g means to find a solution for an 
arbitrary problem in this class. 
Corollary. g E Rcvl is feasible if and only if there exists a multiflow F satisfying 
(16) kd,sg 
(in which case F is said to -be a solution of g). 
Proof. If g is feasible, then (16) follows immediately from the definition (see (9)). 
Conversely, let F be a multiflow satisfying (16). Set d = 6, and c = g + BF. Then 
cr4 c, 6,rd and c- d=g; thus g is proved to be feasible. q 
Let .Fdenote the set of all feasible g E R[‘]. 
Lemma 2.2. Yis a convex cone. 
Proof. We need to verify that .Fis closed with respect to addition and multiplication 
by positive scalars. The latter is obviously so since such multiplication is merely a 
scale transformation. Now let g(l), gc2) E ‘;“; and let F(‘) be a solution of g(‘), i = 1, 
2. Then F= F(‘) + FC2) is a solution of g(‘) + g”‘, by (8) and (16). 0 
Examples. The simplest feasible problems are those represented by the functions 
which we call ‘edges’ and ‘triangles’. The edge I, is merely the indicator of the edge 
UE [VI: 
(17) 1, (4 = 
i 
1, e=u, 
0, efu. 
The triangle A$ or AZ, corresponding to the edge u = [x, y] E [V] and vertex z 
distinct from both X, y, is defined by 
(18) 
1, e=kzl or [z,yl, 
~&A4 = 
; 
- 1, e= kyl, 
0, otherwise. 
One more example. Consider a path P= (u,, ui, . . . , uk) with ukfuO and set 
u = [uO, okI. Then Te, -I, is feasible by the definition. However, this can also be 
derived from Lemma 2.2 and the following expansion: 
(19) 
Now we combine the notion of feasibility as expressed by (16) with the path- 
expansion theorem cited in Section 1 and the triangle expansion (19) to obtain the 
following 
Lemma 2.3. X-is the set of nonnegative linear combinations of triangles and edges. 
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In fact edges can be excluded, since 
(20) 2 I[x,y] = A$+ A,X 
for any distinct x, y, ZE V. 
Corollary. Y and .A form a pair of dual cones in RF”]. 
Proof. .H=.Y*, by Lemma 2.3 and (18), since the triangle inequality (12) for a 
metric P has the form ,D. A$>O. On the other hand, since .F is a convex cone by 
Lemma 2.2, and closed by Lemma 2.3, we have 
(21) ,~*=(.~*)*=:~: 0 
The above relation yields an alternative description of .F, ‘dual’ to that given by 
Lemma 2.3. Namely, ge RLvl is feasible if and only if 
(22) gap>0 for all ,DE.,& 
which is exactly the Japanese condition. 
It turns out that everything of interest in connection with multiflows takes place 
on the boundary of ~7: so the following assertion forms a useful appendix to the 
Japanese theorem. 
Corollary. Suppose that g E 3; ,u E.,&, and g.,u = 0. Then each line of every multiflow 
solving g is a geodesic of ,a. 
Proof. The chain L is a line of some solution of g, if and only if g - a(&, -I,) E .i 
for some a>O, where u is the pair of end-points of L. Thus 
P. k - as, - LN 10 
whence ,D.([~, -I,) =O. This just means that L is a geodesic of ,u. 0 
Remark. For the initial feasibility problem formulation as a pair (c, d) E RI”] x RI”] 
we find that the feasible pairs form the cone .X in R’“] x RI’] defined by 
(23) .Y={(c,d)ER’“‘xR’“‘: c-dE.F} 
or by the dual relation (13). The latter implies that 
(24) .iu*={(,&-/f): ,U+z.l//}. 
To make the test (13) more practical the following well known property of dual 
cones should be taken into account: the normals of the facets of 9; if properly 
directed, form the set of extreme rays of .H. Each metric located on an extreme ray 
of .I’/ will be called primitive. In other words, p E I l is primitive if and only if p has 
no expansion of the form p =,~r +p2 unless both pi are proportional to p. Let :H 
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denote any collection of primitive metrics having exactly one metric in common with 
each extreme ray of A. Surely .4? is finite, so the Japanese theorem can be reduced 
to the finite feasibility test 
(25) (c-d).puO for all PE #. 
Thus the question arises of the characterization of primitive metrics. 
Furthermore, one may expect that certain prior restrictions on (c, d), such as fixa- 
tion of the scheme S, would help to reduce (25) even more. For instance, let (c, d) 
be a one-flow feasibility problem, which simply means that d is nonzero for exactly 
one edge, say [s, t]. The well known max-flow min-cut theorem [l] suggests that in 
this case one only needs to ascertain whether or not c dominates d over all cut-sets 
[X,x] C [V] separating s from t, i.e. to check the inequalities 
(26) c[X,X]-d[s, t]z-0 
for all XC I/ such that s EX, t EX. These conditions are indeed of the Japanese 
type, since (26) can also be written as 
(27) (c-d).pxrO 
where ex is the indicator of the cut-set [X, X]; it is easily seen that the function ex, 
which is called a cut too, is a metric on V. Thus (26) appears to be the reduced form 
of (13) utilizing the above specification of supp(d). 
Finally, knowledge of the capacity function c can be utilized to replace (26) with 
the single condition involving any minimal cut-set separating s from t: 
(28) d[s,t]~c(s)~fmin{c[X,X]: SEX, tEX}. 
These observations motivate the following questions (see [S]). 
Question 1. Given a subset U L [V] what is the minimal feasibility test of the form 
(13) for the class {(c, d) E I?‘:’ x I?‘:‘: supp(d) L U}? 
This question is partially answered in Section 3. 
Question 2. Conversely, given a subclass X0 of :d what is the (maximal) class of 
schemes S = (T, U) such that the inequalities 
(c-d).prO, p~.iA~ 
provide a sufficient feasibility test for all (c, d) with supp(d) c U? 
Question 3. Given a network !R= (V, T,c) the feasibility criterion (13) for the class 
C(c, d): supp(4 L [Tl} o problems is easily seen to be equivalent to f 
(29) ~~.d~min(c~~:~u.&;/, p(u)=~r(u) for all UE[T]} 
for all metrics pur on T. It is also seen that the metric per cannot be excluded from 
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the test (29) if and only if there exists a primitive metric ,D on V whose restriction 
to T coincides with ,B r; thus finite versions of (29) depend on I/. This evokes the 
following questions: 
(3a) How to calculate the right-hand side of (29)? (See Section 5.) 
(3b) Given V, T what is the minimal finite version of (29)? (Not a bit of answer 
yet.) 
Up to now the only explicitly specified class of metrics for which Question 2 has 
been raised is the class of cuts (Papernov [S]). The answer obtained in [8] is as 
follows. 
Definition. The scheme S = (T, U) is said to be cut-dependent, if the set (27) of ine- 
qualities corresponding to all XC V forms a sufficient feasibility test for 
(c, a’) E RtV1 x R\!’ provided supp(d) c I/. 
Theorem. S is cut-dependent if and only if S is isomorphic to a subgraph of one of 
the following graphs: K4 (the complete graph with 4 vertices), C, (the pentagon) 
and a union of two stnrs (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. v 0 
Problems with the scheme of the third kind are shown [5] to be reducible to the 
two-flow feasibility problem; the latter can be embedded into either K4 or C, (or 
handled by Hu’s method [2]). Solving procedures for the cases K4 and C, were pro- 
posed in [l 11; in a more general context they appear in Section 8. 
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3. PRIMITIVE METRICS 
The distinctive feature of primitive metrics is that they are the ones most lavishly 
endowed with geodesics. More precisely, let .y7(p) denote the set of triangles 
n EZ?[~] orthogonal to ZJ. The following statement is almost immediate. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf ,u,vE.// then 
(30) .Y(~+v)=.T(p)n.~(v), 
and p E. // is primitive if and only if 
(31) linear rank of .7(p) = dim RLV] - 1 = - 1. 
Having forgotten the values of ,U but keeping in mind .7(p), one in fact knows 
the minimal facet of 4 containing ,u. In particular, each primitive metric can be 
restored from .‘/(p) uniquely up to a multiplier. 
In this section two sufficient conditions for a metric to be primitive are suggested 
which cover most known examples but nevertheless seem too far from being ex- 
haustive. These conditions were found independently by David Avis [ 18,191 and the 
author [lo]. 
To start with, we observe that everything one may wish to say about primitivity 
can be well expressed in terms of positive metrics. Indeed, a metric y on V generates 
the partition 
V//4=(X, Y,...,Z} 
of V into equivalence classes with respect to the relation 
x;y @ ,~[x,y]=O or x=y, for all x, ye V. 
The positive function ~2: V/p -+ R defined by 
p[X, Y] =~[x, y] for some XEX, ye Y, 
is a metric on V/p referred to as the contraction of p. The definition of ~2 is correct, 
since fi is constant on each [X, Y] whenever X, YE V/p. 
Lemma 3.2. A metric is primitive if and only if its contraction is primitive. 
Proof. Let p, bl, ,u2 be metrics on V such that iu =,u~ +puz. Then ~[x, yl = 0 implies 
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/_fl [x, y] =,u~[x,JJ] = 0, so the metrics vi can be correctly defined on V/p by 
v;[X, Y]=p;[x,y], i=l, 2, for some xEX, JEX. 
Thus ,&=v,+v,. 
Conversely, fi = v1 + v2 generates the expansion ,D =pl + ,LI~, where pi is a metric 
on V defined by 
P;]X, rl = 
L 
OT 
if x, y belong to the same ZE V/p, 
v;[X, Yl 7 if XEX, y EX where X, YE V/p, Xf Y. 
To complete the proof note that vi is proportional to fi if and only if pi is propor- 
tional to p (i= 1, 2). 0 
This lemma gives us an opportunity to introduce a very important class of 
primitive metrics. 
Corollary 3.1. For any proper subset XC V the cut ex= I[,, yI is a primitive metric 
on v. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that V/QX= {X,x}. 0 
Further results on primitive metrics are presented in terms of their generating 
weighted graphs. Given a positive metric ,D on V, consider the set of edges 
(32) E={[x,y]~[Vl: ,u.A&,>O for all tfx, y} 
and form the weighted graph (G, w) with G= (V, E) and w: E-* R, defined by 
w(e) =,u(e), eE E. Note that the underlying graph G depends only on .?Q). All other 
values p(u), u E [V] \ E, can be calculated as distances in (G, w). Conversely, an ar- 
bitrary weighted graph (G, w) generates the metric whose values are the distances 
in (G, w). Given a graph G with vertex-set V, the metric ,uG generated by unity 
weights of its edges is referred to as the hop-metric of G. 
The author knows no characterization of weighted graphs generating primitive 
metrics, even for the case of primitive hop-metrics. 
Example 3.1. Let G = (X, C) be an even cycle with the vertex-set X regarded as the 
set of integers modulo 2n, and the edge-set C= {[x, xf 11: XEX}. Its hop-metric 
pG is imprimitive for 
II- I 
(33) PC= C@Y, 
r=O 
where Y;={i,i+l,..., i+n-1)CX. Consider a=(~ ,..., a,_,) with cq>O, 
i=O ,...,n-1, and set 
n-1 
(34) &= c %@Y, 
i=O 
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Then Lemma 3.1 implies that 
We now show that (34) provides the complete parametriation of Y(po), i.e. that 
.7(p) = Y(,D~) implies p =pa for some cr. For any two antipodal edges [x, x+ 11, 
[x+ n, x + n + l] of G consider the ‘quadrangle’ formed by these edges together with 
[x, x+ n + l] and [x+ 1, x+ n] as is shown in Fig. 3, where (Y, j3, y and 6 denote the 
p-lengths of the corresponding edges. .Y(~o) implies that 
a+G=P+y (=/U[x+ 1, x+n+ l]), 
p+G=c-r+y (=,D[x,x+n]), 
Fig. 3. 
whence (Y-P = 0. Thus ,Y(,u~) implies that 
(35) ,D[x,x+l]=~[x+n,x+n+l], XEX. 
Let ai denote the value of (35) for x=i. Then it is easy to show that p =,ua. 
Moreover, p has no expansion into primitive metrics other than (34). Indeed, 
,D =,u(~)+,u(~) implies Y(U) C .Y(p(‘)), i= 1, 2 by Lemma 3.1, and thus each ,u(‘) has 
an expansion of the same form (34). But each such expansion is unique, since the 
cuts er,, i=O, . . . . n - 1, are linearly independent. 
This example leads to the most natural primitivity condition for hop-metrics, bas- 
ed on the following. 
Definition. A graph G’ = (X, E’) is said to be a metrical subgraph of G = (V, E), if 
XC V, E’ c E and the hop-metrics ,uG and ,&’ coincide on V (i.e. if G’ contains at 
least one hop-geodesic of G for each pair of its vertices). 
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Now we say that the edges et, e2 of G are ‘vis-a-vis’ if they are antipodal in some 
even cycle belonging to G as its metrical subgraph. 
Theorem 2. If the edge-set of G is connected with respect o the vis-a-vis relation, 
then the hop-metric of G is primitive. 
Proof. Whenever et, e, are antipodal in some even cycle which belongs to G as its 
metrical subgraph, we must have p(e,)=p(ez) for every metric fi on V with 
Y(p)= .?Qo), according to (35). Since E is vis-a-vis-connected, .Y(,D~) implies in 
the above fashion that p(e) is constant throughout E. Thus X(,D~) defines pG uni- 
quely up to a multiplier. 0 
a 
Fig. 4. 
b 
Example 3.2. The hop-metric of a complete bipartite graph K,,,. (Fig. 4a) is 
primitive when m, n ~2, m + n L 5, by Theorem 2, and imprimitive otherwise. 
Example 3.3. Let V= VI U V,, where Y, (l V, = 0, and let W, C_ K, i = 1, 2. Consider 
the graph G = (V, E) with E = [W,, V,] U [ W2, V,] (Fig. 4b). The hop-metric of G is 
primitive, when ) W, /, 1 W,i 22, / VI 2 5, by Theorem 2. 
A condition somewhat more general than that of Theorem 2 can be derived as 
follows. Let P be a metric on V, and let E be the set of edges defined by (32). Sup- 
pose that E can be partitioned into subsets E, , E2, . . . so that the restriction of p to 
each E, is determined by Y(D) uniquely up to a multiplier (possibly, but not 
necessarily, through the vis-a-vis relation). NOW we say that the subsets Ei and Ej 
are adjacent, if there exists an edge [x,y] E [V] such that each Ei, Ej contains 
geodesics of ,D connecting x and y. 
Theorem 3. If the collection E,, E2, . . . is connected with respect o the above ad- 
jacency relation, then p is primitive. 
Proof. For each i= 1, 2, . . . let pi be a fixed function of E,, defined (up to a 
multiplier) by Y(D). Then for each i the restriction of ,U to E, coincides with D; up 
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to a single factor, say a;: p(e) = crj.pj(e), SEE,. Let r denote any collection of adja- 
cent pairs [E,, Ej] which forms a spanning tree on the members of the partition {E,, 
E,, . . . }. For any [E;, Ej] E T choose an edge [x, y] E [V] such that p [x, ,v] equals the 
distance between x and y in both weighted graphs (G, a;~;) and (G,, o,,Uj) where 
G,=(V,E,), i= 1, 2 ,... . This provides the set of equations 
(36) (Y;’ d;[~, y] = Olj. dj[X, ~1 = 0, [E;, E,] E t 
where d, denotes the distance function of (G,,,D;). Since r is a spanning tree, the 
factors a,, az, . . . are defined by (36) uniquely up to a common multiplier. 0 
The following graphs can be shown to generate primitive hop-metrics, applying 
Theorem 3. 
Example 3.4. A complete polychromatic graph K,,,., ,.,P with m In 5 . . . up, 
rn 2 2, n 2 3. Its edges can be partitioned into a family of bipartite subgraphs as in 
Example 3.2, connected in the sense of Theorem 3. 
Example 3.5. G=(V,/,) with V= V,U... UP’,, Kflq=0 for i#j, and 
E= u,+,]K 51, where IV’; c 6, 1 IV,/ 2 2 for all i = 1, . . . , s, and /I$1 2 3 for all i ex- 
cept, possibly, i = 1. To show this, G is to be partitioned into bipartite graphs of the 
type of Example 3.3. 
The following primitive metrics are generated by graphs with non-constant 
weights. 
Example 3.6. Let G be a graph as shown in Fig. 5. Its left-hand part Gleft is the 
graph of Example 3.3, while Grighr is K2,3 (Example 3.2). Each of these subgraphs 
generates a primitive hop-metric on its own vertices. Let us assign the weight 2 to 
the edges of Gleft and weight 3 to those of Gright and merge (or assign zero distances 
between) the pairs of vertices surrounded with ovals. The metric generated by the 
weighted graph thus obtained is primitive, by Theorem 3. 
G right 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
Example 3.7. This graph suggested by Papernov (see Fig. 6) does not seem to be 
covered by the above theorems. 
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4. METRICS AND SCHEMES 
It seems natural to assume that the scheme S is the parameter of feasibility pro- 
blems most crucially affecting minimization of the Japanese test (13). The question 
discussed in this section is: given a subset UC [VI, what is the minimal set of 
primitive metrics providing a sufficient feasibility test for (s, d) E R[,!] x R !!I satis- 
fying supp(d) c U? 
Define 
(37) ,yU= (gE.& g(e)20 for all eE [V] \ U}. 
Obviously, :yU is the closed convex polyhedral cone obtained as the intersection of 
.Fwith the half-spaces {gE RIV1: g(e)rO, eE [V] \ U}. It then follows that the dual 
cone .F$ coincides with the set of nonnegative linear combinations of metrics and 
‘edges’ I,, eE [V] \ U, i.e. 
(38) .;L;*={vER[~]: v=p++, pe.4 CXER’,~] with supp(a)nU=O}. 
According to (38), a number of primitive metrics become ‘swallowed up’ by .?j, 
while it acquires the trivial extreme rays {U,:A >O}, eE [V] \ U, which are of little 
interest, having the only purpose to check the assumption supp(d) G U. 
Let 9, denote the set of primitive metrics belonging to the extreme rays of the 
cone ,;“c/*. Our aim in this section is to describe X,. 
Definition. Given a positive metric ,U on V, the vertices x, y are said to be antipodes 
of p if there is no vertex ZE V\ {x,y} satisfying either of the following equations 
n$.j_l=o, n&./_l=o. 
Lemma 4.1. The pair [x, y] =e is antipodal for the (positive) metric p if and only 
if there exists E > 0 such that p - ~1, is still a metric. 
Proof. Straightforward from the definition. 0 
Definition. For any metric p on V its scheme is defined as the graph S(p) = (T(p), 
A(p)) whose edge-set A (,u) is the collection of antipodal pairs [X, Y] E [V/p] of the 
contraction fi, T(p) being the collection of classes from V/p which belong to an- 
tipodal pairs of ,G. 
Let (c, d) be a feasibility problem with the scheme S = (T, Or), U= supp(d), and 
let ,U be an arbitrary metric on I/. Then p generates the following ‘homomorphism’ 
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of (c, d): let cP, dP be nonnegative functions on [V/p] defined by 
c,[X, Y]= C c(e), X, YE V/p, X#Y 
etw, Yl 
and similarly for dL1. Consider the contracted problem (c,, d,). Its scheme is easily 
seen to be S, = (T,, U,), where 
T,={XE V/‘p:XnT#0}, 
Theorem 4. 2, is the collection of all (up to a multiplier) primitive metrics ,u whose 
schemes are subgraphs of S,, i.e. such that A(,LI)~ UP. 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.1, the classes X, YE V/p are antipodes of ,ii if and 
only if P - E .ltx, rl is still a metric for sufficiently small E >O. 
(1) Suppose that X and Y are antipodes of p such that [X, Y] n U= 0. Then 
I,, r1 E .FG by (38), so there exists a>0 such that ,D + E.I,~, yJ E F$. On the other 
hand, since X, Y are antipodes of fi, ,~-e.Zt~, yl remains a metric whenever E is 
small enough and therefore also belongs to ,;“u*. So ,u, being a metric, cannot lie on 
an extreme ray of SF; unless X, Y form a partition of V, i.e. y is proportional to 
I,,, rl. But the latter is the sum of ‘edges’ I,, e E [X, Y], so it also cannot lie on an 
extreme ray unless 1x1 = / YI = 1. 
(2) Conversely, suppose that ,U is primitive and no multiple of ,U belongs to :d,. 
We then have 
(39) ,u=v+a, where v E ~7, a E Ryvl and supp(a) n U = 0, 
according to (38). Moreover, we may assume that a#O. If ,D is proportional to v, 
then ,u(u> = 0 for all u E U whence Utl [X, Y] = 0 for all X, YE V/‘. Suppose now 
that p is not proportional to v. Since v is a metric and vccp, v is zero on each [Xl, 
and therefore is constant on each [X, Y] for X, YE V/p. This is also the case for 
a, by (39). So the functions 0 and d can be defined on [V/p] by the equations 
F[X, Y]=v[x,y] for some xEX, YE Y 
and similarly for 6, and we have 
@=J-td 
by (39). 
Consider two classes X, YE V/,D such that d [X, Y] > 0. If X, Y are antipodes of 
,& then we have [X, Y] n U= 0 for this antipodal pair, whence the theorem follows. 
If not, consider antipodes 2, W of p such that 
(40) P]Z, Xl +PK Yl +P[Y, WI =PK WI 
(where either Z=X or W= Y, but not both). Suppose that [Z, W] fl U#0. 
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Then &[Z, W] =0 and therefore 
IXZ, W] =@[Z, W] =@[Z,X] +P[X, Yl +P[Y, WI 
>Iqz,X]+f[X, Yl+S[Y, WI, 
by (40), which contradicts the triangle relation for 8. So we again have 
[Z, W] n U= 0, and the theorem is proved. 0 
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5. THE DUALITY RELATION FOR MULTIFLOWS 
Here the duality relation for extremal multiflow problems specified in Section 1 
is derived from the Japanese theorem. We start with an auxiliary problem contain- 
ing no mention of flows whatsoever. 
Auxiliary problem AP (a, b ) c, d). Given a, b, c, de Rkvl find (c, 6) E R[“] x R[“] 
maximizing the form 
(41) a.6- b.i 
subject to 
(42) 05[5c, 6zd, 
(43) <-6E5 
Each pair ([,S) satisfying (42), (43) will be called admissible. The latter constraint 
can be also expressed as 
(44) (LS) E y 
(see Section 2), where jY is the set (cone) of feasible pairs ([, 6) E R\? x R’,“], its 
dual cone being X* = {(p, - p): p ~~1’). That constraint relates AP to the correspon- 
dent multiflow problem (a, b 1 c, d) as is shown by the following 
Lemma 5.1. Any multiflow F satisfying &SC*, 6,&6* (i.e. any solution of the 
feasibility problem ([*,S*)) for whatever solution ([*, 6 *) of AP(a, b /c, d) solves 
the multiflow problem (a, b 1 c, d). Conversely, for any solution F of (a, b 1 c, d) the 
pair (cF, 6,) solves the corresponding auxiliary problem. 
Proof. ((&, dF): F is a solution of (c, d)} is a subclass of admissible pairs, whence 
value(a,b\c,d)<value AP(a,b(c,d). 
On the other hand, the maximum of (41) is always achieved in this subclass, since 
for each solution ([*, a*) of AP(a, b 1 c, d) and each solution F of the feasibility 
problem ([*,a*) one has 
a.BF-b.cFza.6*-b.c*=value AP(a,blc,d). 0 
Theorem 5. ([*, 6 *) is a solution of AP(a, b 1 c, d > if and only if there exists a metric 
,u* on V such that 
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(45) p*.(<*-s*)=o, 
(46) ,u*za, 
and the following optimality conditions hold: 
(47) ,u *(e) > a(e) * 6 *(e) = d(e), 
(48) p*(e)>b(e) * i*(e)=c(e), 
p *(e) < b(e) = i*(e) = 0 
for all e E [VI, or, equivalently, such that ,a *Z a, and 
(49) a.a*-b.[*= -(p*-a).d+(p*-b)+.c=Fi,?(-z.d+y.c) 
over all z, y E R [,“I satisfying 
(50) b+y?a+zE.N. 
Proof. Let .i~ denote the ‘beam’ in R [v1 x RLvl defined by (42) and let 
.#I= {([,6)~.d: a.c>value AP}. 
Surely 3’ is convex and .iA’fI.;Y=O (see Fig. 7). So the separation theorem implies 
that there exists a metric p on V such that 
(51) 
Note that p does not depend 
for all (i, S) E .8 ‘. 
on any particular solution of AP. 
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Given any solution ([*, 6*) of AP define 
X={(g,h)ERtV1xRIV1: Y.s>O such that (<*,s*)+s.(g,h)E.d’}. 
Then (51) implies 
(52) j.f.([*-s*)=o, 
(53) p. (g - h) < 0 for all (g, h) E .K 
The relations (46)-(48) are latent in (53); to derive them we specify .Y by linear 
inequalities. 
Set 
U={uE[V]: s*(U)=d(u)}, 
E’={e~[1/]: [*(e)=c(e)}, 
Em = {ee [VI: [*(e)=O}. 
Then .Y can be defined as the set of (g, h) E RIV1 x RtV1 satisfying 
(54) h(u)rO, UE u, 
(55) g(e)<0 for eEE+, g(e)20 for eeE_, 
(56) a.h-b.g>O. 
Since the inequalities (54)-(56) were found to imply (53), the Farca? lemma can 
be applied to obtain 
(57) (p, -p)=n.(b, -a)+(_v, -2) 
where 120, ZER[,V], yeRrV1, and 
(58) SUPP(Z) c u, suPP(Y+)cE+, SUPP(Y-ICE-. 
Assume that I is chosen maximal consistent with (57); then we must have 2 > 0. 
For if max I. = 0, then there must either exist e E [V] such that a(e)>O, z(e) = 0, 
or eE [V] \ Ep such that b(e) >O, y(e) = 0, to prevent further expansion 
(y, - Z) = I’. (b, - a) + (y’, -z’). Note also that h = 0 implies ,U =y = Z. So, choosing 
(g, h) = (0, I,) for the first of the above cases and (-I,, 0) for the second, we shall 
have (g, h) E .Y, p. (g - h) = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus p can be normalized to obtain I. = 1. The normalized metric ,D * satisfies 
(45)-(48). 
Conversely, let ([*, S*) be admissible, and let p*~.k exist satisfying (45)-(48). 
Note first that for any admissible ([, 6) and z,y~ R[,“] satisfying (50), one has 
(a+z).([-d)rO, whence 
(59) 
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For c = c*, 6 = 6 * and z + a =,D *, y = (p*- b)+, it can be seen that each inequality 
in (59) holds with equality; therefore (c*,S*) solves AP(a, b ic, d) and (49) is 
proved. 
Finally, if (49) is true for some admissible ([*, a*), then ([*,a*) solves the AP by 
(59), while ,D* must satisfy (45)-(48), for (49) makes each inequality in (59) hold 
with equality. q 
This theorem, together with Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 2.4, provides the following 
optimality condition for multiflows. 
Theorem 6. F * = {f,*} is a solution of (a, b / c, d) if and only if a metric p * on V 
exists satisfying (46) and such that each line of F * is a geodesic of p*, and 
(60) P *@I > a@> * 
(61) P *Cd > b(e) * 
~*(e)<Ne) = 
or, equivalently, such that 
(62) a.BF*=b.&= 
cf$(e) = 0 li for all u 
-(p*-a).d+(p*-b)+.c=yiyn(-zd+yc) 
over all z, y E R !“I satisfying 
(63) b+y?a+zE.H. 
There are some important particular cases for which the conditions (60)-(63) can 
be simplified. 
Assuming b = 0 and d = 0 we obtain the problem without ‘costs’ and ‘demands’: 
(ale>: max a.aF subject to &SC 
for which the max-min relation takes the form 
(64) max a.8F=min{p.c: pE.&pu2a}. 
Given any ‘dual solution’, i.e. a metric fi * realizing the minimum in (64), we have 
i~*.(&*--a~~)=O, and 
(65) p*(e) > a(e) * llfs”ll = 0 & Me) = c(e) 
for every solution F*= {fz} of (a (c). 
For the cases discussed below, further specialization of these conditions is based 
on the following 
Lemma 5.2. The minimum in (64) is always achieved for a metric p whose contrac- 
tion fi satisfies 
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(66) ,b[X, Y] =max{a[x,y]: XEX, YE Y) 
for each antipodal pair X, YE V/p. 
Proof. For any two antipodes X, Y of $, reduce all ,u(e), eE [X, Y] by the same 
amount until either (66) becomes true or X, Y cease to be antipodes, by Lemma 
4.1. 0 
(i) Suppose that a is a 0,1-valued function. In other words, (a ) c) is a max Z- 
problem with the scheme S = (K U) where U = {U E [ V] : a(u) = 1) , and T is the set 
of vertices that meet U. It is easy to show that the minimum in (64) is always achiev- 
ed for a metric ,U satisfying 
(67) p(u)= 1, UE u. 
Indeed, let ,U be chosen to satisfy (66). For arbitrary u = [x, y] E U consider z, u E V 
such that 
(a) ~Uz,~l+~~~~~l+~t[~,~l=~Uz,~l, and 
(b) z and u belong to an antipodal class s of b. 
Since ,u[z, u] = 1, by Lemma 5.2, and ,D[x, y] 2 1, according to (46), we have 
,DUx,_vl= 1. 
(ii) Suppose that a subset Tc V exists such that a is a metric on T and vanishes 
outside [T]. It can be shown that the minimum in (64) is always achieved on a metric 
satisfying 
(68) P(~)=Q(u), u~[Tl. 
Indeed, choose y satisfying (66). For arbitrary u = [x, y] E [T], consider z, u E V such 
that 
(a) P~z,xI+PC~~,_YI+~LY, ul=~U[z, 4, 
(b) z and u belong to antipodal classes of fi, and 
(c) P]Z, ul =a[z, ul. 
If ,u((u)>~(u), then a[z, u]>a[z,x] +a[x,y] +a[~, u], a contradiction. 
This sort of multiflow extremal problems is closely related to the feasibility test 
(29) of Section 2. Namely, according to (64), (68), the right-hand expression in (29) 
can be computed as 
max(pr.6,: F is a multiflow s.t. iF(c} =value(prIc). 
The resulting test is as follows. 
Corollary 5.1. (c, d) is feasible if and only if 
pu.d5value(pu 1 c> 
for every metric ,u, on the terminal-set T of (c, d). 
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6. MAXIMAL MULTIFLOWS 
Recall that given a network % = (V, T; c), a multiflow Fin % is said to be maximal 
if IIF =maximum over all multiflows in %. 
The following two questions arise naturally: 
(i) What is the function /c(Y?) = max{ IIFlj: F is a multiflow in Y?}? 
(ii) What are the functions dF that maximal multiflows in 8 define on [T]? 
The first of them is in fact the so-called free multiflow problem solved by V.L. 
Kuperschtoch [17] and B.V. Cherkasski [3]; the second is shown in this section to 
be vital for certain important classes of ‘cost-free’ multiflow problems. 
We need to recall the idea and basic features of the T-routine proposed by 
Cherkasski [3] to handle the free problem. Let F be an arbitrary multiflow in Y?= 
(V, T; c). For every terminal s E T consider the subfamily 
F;= {fsteF: te T\ {s}} 
of F with each f,, directed so that its source is .s (see Section 1). One may con- 
sider F,’ as a single ‘multiterminal flow’ with source s and sinks T\ {s}, just as 
Cherkasski himself did. More specificly, this flow is in fact the sum C,,r, 1s&t 
from which F,’ can be restored - though not uniquely, but preserving the original 
traffic functions cFe and aF: - using path expansions. 
Suppose that all 'fue F\ F,’ are ‘frozen up’. An attempt to increase liF:il using 
the Ford-Fulkerson augmenting path technique [l] faces a new opportunity due to 
the presence of frozen flows. 
Let c, denote the ‘residual capacity’ function: C~ = c- CF. As usual, P= 
(x=0(), 0 I,..., uk =y) is said to be an augmenting path of width 2~ for F,’ if 
(i) there exist two paths PC’) and PC”) connecting s with x such that for each edge 
eE [V] the number of times PC’) or Pc2) passes through e does not exceed c,(e)/&; 
(ii) for each i= 1, . . . , k one has either 
c,[u;_ ], Uj] 2 2& (forward arc of P), 
F;(u,, u;_ ,)re (backward arc). 
The augmenting path can be used to transform P (l) Pc2) into similar paths ter- , 
minating at y (in fact we somewhat oversimplify the situation, but for E small 
enough the following considerations are definitely true). To show this consider the 
first step along P. If the arc (uO, u,) is forward we simply prolong each P(j) to ui. 
If it is backward, a path L = (s=q,, . . . , q= u,, z,+, = o,,) can be found such that 
F:(z,_i, zj)re for all i= 1 , . . . , I+ 1. Then we add e to the values of F,’ along P(l) 
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and -E to those along L, and set 
P(l): = L(zo, ZJ, PC2): =PC2). (ug, 0,). 
In any case the segment P(ui, uk) becomes an augmenting path for the transformed 
F,“. 
For any given SE T the following alternative always holds: there exists either 
(i) an augmenting path P terminating either in T or in a point of some ‘frozen’ 
line L=L[p,q] withp,qET\{s}, or 
(ii) a cut-set [X,X] such that Xfl T= {s} and F:(x, y) = c[x, y] for all XEX, 
YEX. 
In case (i), F,” can be increased as follows. Let x be the termination point of P, 
and P(l), Pt2) be the paths connecting s with x, obtained as above. If XE T\ {s}, 
we simply increase the values of F,’ along these paths by E. If x is a point on 
L = Lb, q], we choose 6 = min{e, the width of L} and apply the following ‘T- 
transformation’ of Cherkasski [3]: 
(a) diminish the width of L by 6; 
(b) set P(l): =P”‘.L(x,p), Pc2): =Pc2).L(x,q); 
(c) increase the values of F,’ along PC’) and PC’) by 6 (see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. 
Let F’be the multiflow obtained from F by means of the above T-transformation. 
Then 
(69) BF’=&+&+ 
whence IIF’ = llFll+ E. 
In case (ii) we have liF,‘\l= c[X, x] so that F,” is maximal, and 
c[X,X]=min(c{Y, P]: YC V, YC3T={s))=c(s). 
Note now that l/F11 =+CrE71jFJ which implies the upper bound max (lF(ls 
3 C,, +( t ). These considerations lead us to the following statements. 
Lemma 6.1 (Kuperschtoch [17], Cherkasski [3]). The multiflow F in !I?= (V, T; c) 
is maximal if and only if 
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(70) llF:ll =c<f > for all tE T, 
and thus 
(71) ~(%)=rnaxliFll=iC,,~ maxlJF:lJ =+C,,r c(l). 
Lemma 6.2 (Cherkasski [3]). Any multiflow in a given network can be converted 
into a maximal multiflow by means of finite sequence of T-routines. 
Given g, h E RLV1 we say that h dominates g (written h > g or g < h) if 
h-g E .F. 
Given two multiflows F and H, both in the same !I?, we say that H dominates F 
(written H > F or F< H) if the T-routine can be applied a finite number of times 
to convert F into H. It is seen from (69) that H > F implies BH > aF (but not vice 
versa!). The free problem ‘dominates’ some important classes of multiflow pro- 
blems in the sense being revealed by the following statements. 
Lemma 6.3 For any TC V and any metric v on T the extremal multiflow problem 
(v j has 
Proof. Let F be any solution of (v 1 c) and H be a maximal multiflow in % 
dominating F, by Lemma 6.2. Then H also solves (v 1 c), since 
v.aH- v.dF= v*(6,-8&>0 
because SH- ~~~ .Y; by (69), and each triangle in the expansion of this function has 
all its vertices in T. 0 
Now let (c, d) be a feasibility problem. Suppose we were lucky enough to find a 
function de R[,v’ satisfying 
(72) d<d<c 
together with two multiflows H= {h,} and F= {fU> solving (c, d) and (& d) 
respectively. 
It is obvious from (72) that (c, d) is feasible, while H and F provide a solution 
of (c, d) which can be built up as follows. 
(1) For each e E [V] decompose h, in any way to obtain 
(73) 
where h,U and h: are flows with the same terminal-pair e, and 
(74) II %ll=ifuW, u~[Vl. 
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This is possible, since 
~~~l~~~(e)=i;~e)~~~e)~Il~,ll~ eeLv1. 
(2) For each e= [s, t] dissolve each h,U into two flows, say h,U, and h,U,, such that 
(75) llh,U,ll =f,(s, t), II% II =fu (6 ~1 
where s is the source of h,“, and the sink of h,U,. 
(3) For each u E [V] set 
(76) 
It is quite easy to show that vu is a flow with terminal-pair U, and 
(77) 
Thus CD = {q,} is a solution of (c, d), since 6,rd by (77), and 
Definition. A multiflow F satisfying iF5 c is called a presolution of (c, d) if S, > d. 
Obviously, (c, d) is feasible if and only if it has a presolution, for d < BF < CF5 c 
imply d< c. 
The Japanese theorem suggests the following dual description of presolutions. 
Lemma 6.4. A multiflow F with terminal-set TC V is apresolution of (c, d) if and 
only if supp(d) c [T] and 
(78) @-d).vrO 
for any metric v on T (regarding dF and d as restricted to [T]). 
The minimal version of the test (78) includes only primitive metrics v on T such 
that [X, Y] meets supp(d) for all antipodes X, Y of 9, by Theorem 4. 
A connection between feasibility problems and the free multiflow problem is 
established by the following 
Lemma 6.5. Let (c, d) be feasible, and T be any subset of Vsuch that supp(d) c [T]. 
Then (c, d) has a presolution which is a maximal multiflow in Y?= (V, T; c). 
Proof. Given any solution F of (c, d), consider some TC V such that supp(d) c [T] 
and let H be a maximal multiflow in !I? = (V, T; c) dominating F. Then I&S c and 
BH>BF2d whence H is a presolution of (c, d). 0 
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Lemma 6.6. Let F be a presolution of (c, d) and T be the terminal-set of F. If 
for all s E T, then F is a solution of (c, d). 
Proof. Since (aF, d) is feasible, one has 
630) 6,-d= c c P(t,u)A:, 
t6T u~[i-] 
with j?(t, u)>O by Lemma 2.3. For arbitrary SE T, consider the cut Q, defined on 
[T] as the indicator of the cut-set {[s, t]: tE T\ {s}}. One has @;(6,-d)=O by 
(79), while, on the other hand, Q; a: = 2 for t =s and 0 otherwise. It follows that 
P(t, u) = 0 for all t, u whence SF= d. q 
The concept of presolution seems to be meaningful for multiflow problems whose 
solutions are expected to use the terminals not only as sources and sinks, but as in- 
termediate points too. Lines passing through terminals other than the source and 
sink of the corresponding flows are often called transit. Loosely speaking, a presolu- 
tion arises when transit lines of some solution are broken up in such intermediate 
terminals. 
Presolutions seem to be useful when a variety of feasibility problems with fixed 
c and varying d is to be handled (one may imagine a time-dependent input to a 
circuit-switching communication network). Suppose that the given network, %, per- 
mits the unique function JF for all maximal multiflows. Then Lemma 6.5 suggests 
that any maximal multiflow Fin !J can be used to obtain a solution for whatever 
feasible demands, by solving only ‘small’ problems (a,, d) which are free from 
intermediate vertices. This means that solving ‘small’ problems is merely a switching 
procedure performed in the terminals. 
In this connection the question arises of how to use switchings in intermediate ver- 
tices of the network to shift from one multiflow to another in order to meet this 
or that given demand. A procedure of this kind is described in Section 10. 
The main motivating idea of this study is to exploit, in solving multiflow pro- 
blems, the following simple operation. Consider in a given multiflow F two distinct 
lines, K=Kb, q] and L =L[s, t] and let their weights be equal. Suppose that both 
K and L pass through an intermediate vertex u of I/. Then the ‘cross’ formed by 
K and L in u may be considered as equipped with a four-way switch whose three 
active positions correspond to the three possible matchings of the terminals p, q, s, t 
(the fourth position being neutral). After the switch is turned to a matching, say 
sp/tq, the operation SWITCH(K, L;v;sp/tq) snaps, replacing K, L with the new 
lines Kb, u]L[o,s] and K[q, u]L[u, t], of the same weight. 
Such ‘snapping’ networks are considered explicitly in Section 10. 
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7. DRAINING TRANSFORMATIONS OF MULTIFLOWS 
In this and the next two sections we study classes of multiflow problems whose 
solutions are completely determined by ‘minimal cuts’ of the network. The results 
obtained here extend the famous max-flow min-cut theorem, and the methods being 
applied are further developments of the Ford-Fulkerson augmenting path tech- 
nique. This work was jointly initiated and performed by A.V. Karzanov and the 
author, though responsible for the present exposition is the author alone. 
First we define what it means that a multiflow locks a subset of the terminals of 
the network. Then a new multiflow technique is introduced which allows to rear- 
range the total amount of the substance carried by the multiflow through the net- 
work in order to ‘drain’ a number of subsets of terminals. 
Definition. Let F be a multiflow in % = (V, T; c), and let A C T. 
F locks A if there exists a subset X of V with Xtl T=A, such that 
(81) 6,[A,A]=c[X,X]. 
It is easy to see that: 
(i) the cut-set [X,X] in the right-hand side of (81) is minimal in the sense that 
(82) c[X,X]=min{c[Y, P]: Ycv, YnT=A}=c(A); 
(ii) Fj is a maximal (multiterminal) flow in R from A to T-A; 
(iii) the relation (81) holds if and only if 
assuming that each f,, is directed as a summand of Fj, i.e. so that its source is 
SEA; 
(iv) for any two X’s satisfying (81), their meet also satisfies (81). 
The minimal subset X satsifying (81) is called the locker of A and is denoted by 
2’(A). Note that if F locks A too, and Y(A) c I/‘(A), but in general these sets do 
not coincide. 
For A c T define M(A) (the ‘marsh’ of A formed by F) as the graph whose edge- 
set is supp(&;) and the vertex-set is the union of A and the set of vertices incident 
to edges of M(A). If F locks A, then obviously irlA) covers M(A) while 
~(A)fU4(&=0. 
To ascertain whether or not A is locked by F, the Ford-Fulkerson labelling pro- 
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cedure can be applied to the multiterminal flow Fj. Namely, for (x, y) E (V) put 
w(x, Y) = ~1x7 VI - I&, A+ 2 G(Y, x) 
and define y(A, F) as the digraph whose arc-set is the union of supp(w) and {(x,y): 
[x,YI EM(A 
Proposition. A subset A of T is locked by F if and only if y (A, F) has no path star- 
ting in a vertex of M(A) and terminating in a vertex of M(A). 
Proof. If F locks A then, by (81), no arc (x, y) with x in Y(A) and y outside Y(A) 
belongs to y(A, F), so that no path of y(A, F) starts in M(A) and terminates in 
M(A). 
Suppose now that F doesn’t lock A and let X denote the set of vertices accessible 
along the paths of y(A, F) starting in M(A). Let us show that X meets M(A). Sup- 
pose not. Then M(A) C_ X, M(A) C_ X, and, by the definition of y(A, F), the arcs 
(x, y) with XEX, VEX are saturated by Fi - a contradiction. Thus M(A) is achiev- 
ed by a path of ?(A, F) starting in M(A). i7 
A path of y(A, F) starting in M(A) and terminating in M(A) will be called active. 
To find an active path (or to get convinced that A is locked), a sort of labelling pro- 
cedure may be developed similar to that proposed in 111. When an active path exists 
it can be used to improve the locking behaviour of F with respect to A, by increasing 
the part F; of F without decreasing the total l/F/l. 
Let P=@=uO,u ,,..., u, = q) be an active path in y(A, F), so that p EM(A) and 
qEM(A), and let w(P)=min{w(uj_i, vi): i= 1, . . ..n}. If p$A choose a line of FL 
passing through p, say 
K=(A’=x, ,...,Xj_1,Xj=P,Xj+1,..., Xk = a”). 
Assuming that a’ is the source and a” the sink of f,#,#, E Fi put 
w(K)=min{f,.,,,(xjP1,xj): i=l,...,k). 
If PEA, put K=(p) and w(K)=oo. 
Similarly, if q@A choose a line of Fi passing through q, say 
L=(b’=y,,...,y,-,,y,=q,y,+,,...,yl=b”), 
and, assuming that 6’ is the source and b” is the sink of fbCb” E Fj, put 
W(L)=min(fb,b,,(y;_,,yi): i=l,...,I}. 
If q EA, put L=(q) and w(L) = 03. 
NOW take w = min{ w(K), w(P), w(L)) and form the two paths 
P’=K(a’,p)P(p, q)L(q, 6’) and P” =K(a”,p)P(p, q)L(q, 6”). 
Transform F as follows: if a’fa”, subtract w from the values off,,,,, along K; if 
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b’#b”, subtract w from the values of fb,b,, along L; add the paths P’, P” to Fi, 
each with weight w; for every arc (u;_ ,, vi) of P put 
F.(ui-,, oJ: =max(O, F2(oi_,, ui)-F2(ui, u,_,)} 
to remove 2-circuits (if any). 
This transformation of F, further denoted by DRAIN@, P), may be interpreted 
as follows. Suppose first that K and L have a common point, say y, so that P = (p) 
is degenerate. The ‘cross’ formed by K and L in P can be ‘switched’ to obtain two 
paths from A to A. When K, L are disjoint we may try to ‘pull’ K towards L; this 
is possible along a path of y (A, F). Namely, let the edge [u,, ul] be unsaturated, 
i.e. w,=c[u~,u~]-~~[u~, u,]>O. Then put w=min{w(K), w,/2} and thread K, 
weighted w, into [uO, ul], regarding it as folded in two. Let now F~(LJ,, @>O. 
Choose a line J=J(s, f) of Fi with SEA, t EA, passing through the arc (u,, uO), and 
let w, be the weight of J. Put w= min{ w(K), wl> and replace K, J with 
K’=J(s, uo)K(uo, a”) and J’= K(a’,u,JJ(uo, t), both of weight w (assuming sfa”). 
In both cases the new K passes through ul. (See Fig. 9.) 
Fig. 9. The draining transformation. 
Remark. In fact, DRAIN@, P) operates with the multiflows Fi and Fh and the 
multiterminal flow Fj and the multiterminal flow F;; the resulting F, with the im- 
proved locking property with respect to A, depends on how Fi will be afterwards 
decomposed into two-terminal summands. This flexibility makes the procedure 
DRAIN@, P) a powerful tool in solving multiflow problems. Its most direct ap- 
plication is to the Locking Multiflow problem considered in the next section. 
Definition. Given the set T, its subsets A, B are said to be transversal, if each of 
the following ‘atoms’ 
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A\B, B\A, AnB and T\A\B 
is non-empty; otherwise A, B are said to be parallel. 
Lemma 7.1. Let a subset SC T and a family .w’c~~ be such that: 
(a) neither A c S nor A c S holds for each A E .d with IAl > 1; 
(b) for any two members of .d/, if both of them are transversal to S, then they are 
parallel (to each other). 
(b) Then for every multiflow F in a network having T as its terminal-set, if Ffails 
to lock S, then each procedure DRAIN(S, P) can be applied in such a way that no 
llFjl1, A E .d, would be diminished. 
Proof. Consider the terminals s, t, p, q (not necessarily distinct) such that s, t ES 
but at least one of p, q is outside S. Let J= J[p, q] and L = L[s, t] be distinct lines 
of F forming a cross in some vertex, and suppose that the matchings ps: qt and 
pt : qs are both forbidden for the reason that the corresponding switchings diminish 
some IlFiIl, A E .(i/. It then follows that there exist A, B ~.d such that (up to replac- 
ing them with the complements) A contains both s, p but neither of q, t, and B con- 
tains both p, t but neither of s, q. Thus A, B are both transversal to S, since the 
latter can contain neither ii, nor B, by (a). Therefore A, B must be parallel, by (b). 
But each of the atoms A \ B, B \ A, A nB and T\ A \ B is seen to contain one of 
p, q, s, t and thus to be non-empty - a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 7.1. Given a network %‘= (V, T; c) and a subset A c T the minimal value 
of llFJ!I = C,,,a,llfuII over all maximal multiflows in R is given by 
(85) . 
Proof. For any multiflow F one has 
(86) llF.ll =t( c llm - llF:ll)Y fEA 
while &SC implies that 
(87) IIF;li <c(A). 
If F is maximal for !I?, then /I FFlI = c( t >, t E T, by the Kuperschtoch-Cherkasski 
theorem (see also Lemma 6.1). So for each maximal F we have 
IlF;ll>i( c c(i)ro)), 
ItA 
by (86), (87). Suppose now that F is a maximal multiflow in 9 maximizing FA over 
all maximal multiflows (Fexists since we are maximizing a continuous function over 
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a compact set). Then Flocks A for otherwise ilF>II could be increased preserving all 
ilF:II by means of DRAIN (A;), by Lemma 7.1. Thus ~lF>~I=c(A). 0 
In particular, setting A = {s, t } we obtain 
(88) minIlf,,I/ =+(c(s>+c(t)--C(S, t>), 
the minimum being taken over all maximal multiflows in %. 
Another important property of multiflows preserved by the draining transforma- 
tion is ‘half-integrality’. 
Definition. A multiflow F= {f,} is said to be half-integral, if 
(a) cF is integer-valued; 
(b) each value fU(x, y) is a multiple of +. 
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that the capacity funcfion of 8 is integer-valued. Then given 
a half-integral multiflow F in ‘9’2 the procedure DRAIN can always be applied lo F 
in a way preserving its half-integrality. 
Proof. Performing DRAIN one can always take E = 5. 0 
Note in conclusion that DRAIN contains the following previously invented 
multiflow techniques (for non-directed networks) as its particular cases: 
(1) rEA, XEA, the Ford-Fulkerson augmenting pro- 
cedure for Fj regarded as a single 
multiterminal flow [ 11. 
(2) A = {r}, XEM(A), the T-routine of Cherkasski [3]. 
(3) l4=2, rEM(A), xEM(A), the H-routine proposed in [l 11. 
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8. LOCKING PROPERTIES OF MULTIFLOWS 
The strength of the ‘draining’ multiflow techniques developed in the previous sec- 
tion can be well measured in terms of the following 
Locking problem (.d, 8). Given a network .1 = (V, T; c) and a family s/C 2r of pro- 
per subsets of T, find a multiflow in % which locks each A l .d. 
It should be noted that in general this problem may have no solution. On the other 
hand, (.Y/, ‘32) with .d= ({t}: t E T} is equivalent to the free problem for %, by the 
Kuperschtoch-Cherkasski theorem (Lemma 6.1). If the members of .d are pairwise 
disjoint, then (.d, 8) is equivalent to the generalized free problem solved by 
Cherkasski (see [3], Theorem 1’). Later we shall see that the locking problem also 
covers the cut-dependent feasibility problems (see Section 2). 
Definition. A family Z/C 2’ is said to be lockable, if (.d, 9) has a solution for every 
network !I? having T as its terminal-set. 
Example&l. For T= {j,2,3,_4} the family.:/= {{I ,2}, l_l,3}, {2,3}) is not lockable 
since (.d, !V) has no solution for the network depicted in Fig. 10a. 
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Example 8.2. For T= (1, . . . . _6} the family z/={{_I,4,6}, {2,_5,6}, (3,_4,_5}} is not 
lockable. To show this consider the network with two internal vertices depicted in 
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Fig. lob. In order to lock {1,4,6} and {2,_5,6} the cross at vertex b must be decom- 
posed into lines connecting [4,_5] and [3,6]. But this prevents locking of (3,4,j}. 
On the other hand, there is a relatively wide class of families of subsets which can 
be locked using only the T-routine of Cherkasski [3] (see also Section 6). 
Exercise 8.1. Show that if .dC 2T is such that every two of its members are parallel, 
then (.d, %) can be solved by sequential application of the T-routine. 
The technique based on the T-routine seems to fail when transversal pairs of 
subsets are allowed for .d which in no way puts such families in a bad light. Here 
we show that the draining technique is powerful enough to solve (4 !I?) whenever 
.dis lockable. To speak more precisely, the procedure LOCK@‘, !I?) proposed below 
solves the locking problem for any network with the terminal-set T, provided (a) .d 
is lockable, and (b) the capacity function is integer-valued. Clearly nothing more can 
be done as long as specific features of networks are being ignored. 
Definition. A family .dC2T is called loose if no three members of .n/ are pairwise 
transversal. 
Theorem I. The family .dc 2’ is lockable if and only if it is loose. 
Proof. Suppose first that .d is not loose and let A, B and C be three pairwise 
transversal members of .d. Note that a terminal from A fl B belongs to either C or 
C’, and replacing C with C preserves the relation among the three subsets; so 
A O B fl C can be assumed non-empty. Consider the subsets A tl B fl C, A fl B fl C 
and ii fl B fl C; the cases when none, one, two or the three of them are empty are 
exhausted by Figs. 11 a, b, c and d respectively, where the shaded regions are the 
atoms assumed empty, while those which are proved non-empty are represented by 
a single point. Indeed, if, say, A fl B tl C= 0, i.e. A c BU C, then A tl B fl C is non- 
empty, since B and C are transversal, and A fl B fl C = A \ B, A fl B fl C = A \ C are 
non-empty, since A is transversal to both B and C. 
Now the cases 1 lc and 1 Id can be embedded into 1 la by replacing the sets A, B, 
C in the first case and A, Bin the second case with their complements. On the other 
hand, replacing A with A in 1 lb yields the situation depicted in Fig. 1 le. The cases 
1 la and 1 le are exactly those considered in Examples 8.1 and 8.2; the networks from 
these examples (where the terminals not shown in lla, lle are left isolated) yield 
the locking problems which have no solutions. 
Now suppose that .n/ is loose. Consider the following ternary relation on 2T: for 
each A, B, CC Twe say that B is between A and C whenever there is an independent 
choice of A or A, etc, such that 
(A or A) c (B or B) C_ (C or C). 
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Fig. 11. 
Then we adopt the following ordering for .c/. Let A, be an arbitrary member of .$. 
If A 1, . . . , A, are already defined, then A,, 1 is to be chosen so that no other 
member of .cii could be found between A,, , and any of the Aj, j = 1,. . . , m. 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that .d is loose, and let it be ordered as above. Then for each 
m=l,2,... the sets A,= (Aj or ;i,) can be chosen independently for all 
j=l ,...,m-tlsothatthesetS=~,+,andthefamily.~~={A~,,...,A~,}satisfythe 
conditions (a), (b) of Lemma 7.1. 
Proof. The fact that (b) is true follows from the assumption that .d is loose. The 
ordering rule implies that there are no j, k = 1, . . . , m such that 
(Aj or Aj)CA,+,C(A, or Ak) 
for any of the four independent choices. So A,,, = A,, , or A,+ I can be chosen 
so that neither Aj nor rr, falls into a, + , . 0 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 7, let %= (I’, T, c) be a network with the 
terminal-set T. For any multiflow F in 8 consider the vector c = (<t, . . . , <I <,I) with 
& = ljF;,J. Let F be the multiflow in !I? having the lexicographically maximal <. We 
show that Flocks each A E.w’. Suppose not, and let m be the minimal integer such 
that A,, 1 is not locked by F. Then the procedure DRAIN can be applied to F to 
increase jjF~,,+,jl preserving all lIFi,I/ for j= 1, . . . . m, by Lemmas 7.1 and 8.1 - a 
contradiction. 0 
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The following procedure based on these ideas solves the locking problem for any 
loose family of sets whenever the capacity function is integer-valued. 
LOCK(.ti, %‘, 
Step 0. 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
~//is assumed loose and ordered as in Theorem 7; !l? is a network all whose 
c[x, y]‘s are integers. 
Start with i= 0 and an arbitrary half-integer multiflow Fin $’ (e.g. zero). 
Assign i : = i+ 1. If i> l.dl then stop. Otherwise proceed to 
Find an active path in y(A, F). If there is none, then go to Step 1 (since 
Ai is already locked); otherwise go to 
Let P be the active path in y(A, F) found in Step 2. Apply 
DRAIN(A,, P) keeping A,, . . . . A,_, locked (by Lemma 7.1), and let F 
denote the new multiflow. Go to Step 2. 
Theorem 8. The problem (.c/, ‘$2) with loose do 2T and integer network capacities 
has a half-integer solution. 
Proof. Apply LOCK(.$ Y?) with zero initial multiflow. 0 
Applications 
I. Adding a l-subset {t } to a loose family retains it loose, since {t } is parallel to 
any other subset of T. Therefore the procedure LOCK can be used to obtain max- 
imal multiflows with additional locking properties. 
II. Given .dc 2T containing all (t}, t E T, and a nonnegative function b(t) on T, 
the conditional locking problem (.a/, Yl / b) may be formulated as follows. 
Find a multiflow F in !I? simultaneously maximizing all norms jiF;II, A E.v/, sub- 
ject to 
(89) IlFt”il = b(t), t E T. 
Obviously, the condition 
(90) b(t)sc(t), tET 
is necessary for (.d, !X / b) to have a solution. Provided (90) holds, the bound 
(91) 1IF;I\<c(A Ib>cf min 
i 
C b(t)+c(A \B): BcA 
IEB 1 
can easily be verified. We show that (.d, !I? 1 b) is equivalent to the conventional lock- 
ing problem (.d, Y?) for the network 9? and family .2constructed as follows. F is a 
copy of T having no vertex in common with V, with a fixed l-l correspondence 
F3 t”- t e T; Y= VU F’; and for each eE [P] 
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b(t), 
I 
e= [t, F], tE T, 
t(e) = c(e), e E [VI, 
0, otherwise. 
It follows that c(A / b) = E(A), where A is a copy of A, whence max l/F>II subject 
to (89) is equal to c(A / 6). 
Finally, A is the collection of copies of A E.P/. 
Clearly the multiflows in !X! satisfying (89) are the images of maximal multiflows 
in !l? under contraction of all pairs {t, f}, t E T. 
III. Here the feasibility problem (c, d) with the scheme C, (proved to be cut- 
dependent by Papernov [8] and solved in [l 11) is shown to admit a formulation as 
a conditional locking problem (so that it can be solved by the procedure LOCK). 
Consider a network tr2= (V, T; c) with the terminal-set 
T= {t;: i=O, . ...4 (mod 5)f 
and a demand function d with 
supp(d) c U= {[t,, tj+ i]: isO, . . . ,4 (mod 5)). 
Let .-A be the family of all {t;} and {ti_ ], t;+,}, and let 6: T-t R, be the function 
defined by 
b(t;) =d[ti~ 1, t;] + d[r;, f;+ I], is 0, . . . ,4 (mod 5). 
If there exists an i such that b(t,)> c(f;), then both (c, d) and (.r/, Y? / 6) have no 
solution. 
Suppose that (90) holds for each IE T and let F= {f,: u E [T]} be an arbitrary 
solution of (.:/, !J! ) b). IfJ- ,, ;+, = 0 for all i, then F is easily seen to solve (c, d) too. 
Conversely, every solution of (c, d) solves also (~1, Y? ) b), so that if (c, d) is feasible 
one would have 
(92) ~(~_,,f;+,)=b(t,~,)+b(t,+,), icOo,..., (mod 5) 
for the extended network fi defined in II, by (88), (91) and (90). 
Suppose now that F has & i,j+ i #O for some j. Since the subset {t/-i, tJ+ ,} is 
locked by F, we have 
(93) 
~(t;_,,t;+,)=s(t;~1)+~(t;+1)-21/f/-,,j+,lI 
<bCtj-,)+bttj+l) 
which means that (c, d) is surely infeasible. Moreover, (90) and (93) imply that the 
minimum in (91) is achieved for B=0 whence 
=d[~j-,,~j~,l+d[~j~,,~~]+d[~j,~j+~l+d[~j+~,~j+~l. 
Thus we have shown that (c, d) is feasible if and only if each solution of (.d, Zn 1 b) 
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has zero flows for all pairs [i - 1, i + 11, and have proved once again that C, is cut- 
dependent. 
IV. The locking technique developed in this section is of course insufficient for the 
general feasibility problem (c, d). Given a network % = (V, T; c), let d be any de- 
mand function with supp(d) L [T]. For each proper subset A c T put 
(94) b(A)=d[A,A]= c d[s,t]. 
seA.reT\A 
Then (c, d) is easily seen to be equivalent to the following problem: find a multiflow 
F in Y? satisfying 
(95) llF_YII = b(A) for all AC T with jAl= 1 or 2. 
Regretfully, our locking technique has nothing to do with this problem. In general 
any extension of the condition (89) on at least one additional subset of T takes us 
out of the class of problems whose solutions depend on minimal cut-sets of net- 
works (see Section 11). The lucky exception is the case /T\ = 4; the scheme K4 is the 
other one of the two irreducible cut-dependent schemes discovered by Papernov [8]; 
originally it was handled in [ 111. 
Thus suppose that ITI =4. Then there are only 6 demands d[.s, t] and (93, as a 
linear system with respect to the variables Ilf,jl, is of rank 6. Really, there are four 
linear relations 
(96) 11% II= IIG II 3 IAl =2, 
(97) A~*ll~~“=~,~~,IIF:,ll 
to eliminate four of the ten variables involved in (95). 
Note that the b(A) also satisfy (96) and (97) due to (94). 
The relation (97) implies that if we have a multiflow F in Y? satisfying (95) for 
(Al = 1 (which then coincides with (89)), then there can exist at most two 2-subsets 
of T such that 
(98) IEII <b(A). 
Thus the following ‘quasi-locking’ procedure can be applied to solve four- 
terminal feasibility problems, assumming that both c, d are integer-valued. 
Step 0. 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Build up a half-integer multiflow F satisfying (95) for all A = {t }, t E T (see 
II). If this conditional free problem has no solution, then (c, d) is infeasible 
(since there should be a terminal with b(t) > c( t >); stop. 
Form the family .d= {AC T: JAI 52, llF;li ib(A)}. If .dcontains all l- and 
2-subsets of T, then F is a solution of (c, d); stop. 
Choose A E .d satisfying (98) and apply LABEL(A 1 F). If F locks A, then 
(c, d) is infeasible since jjF:II = c(A) <b(A); stop. 
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Step 3. If not, we have an active path P starting from M(A). Apply DRAIN(M(A), 
P, .) with E = f, keeping all llFi11, B EM non-decreased (by Lemma 7.1). Go 
to Step 1. 
V. Here we consider the extremal multiflow problem 
(99) maximize a.dF= c a(u).ilfuli subject to 
(a(c): 
[FI C. 
In the spirit of this section we regard Tand the function a on [T] as fixed and con- 
sider the variety of all possible networks with the terminal-set T. The maximum of 
~‘6~ depends on %’ according to the duality relations (64), (65): 
(100) value(a1c)=~**c=min(~~c: ,uEM, ptra}. 
Definition. A nonnegative function a: [T] + R is said to be cut-locking if for any 
network Y?= (I’, T; c) there exists a minimizing metric p * for (100) representable as 
a nonnegative linear combination of cuts. 
Cut-locking functions are closely related to a locking ability of multiflows as is 
indicated by the following 
Lemma 8.2. Let F be an arbitrary solution of (a 1 c), and let p * be a minimizing 
metric in (100). Zf p*= C,,, a(X) ex with a(X) 20, then F locks each subset 
Xn T such that (Y(X) > 0. 
Proof. p**((iF-SF) =0 and ex+(&-2jF)?0 imply ex.(&-SF) =0 whenever a(X)> 
0. Thus each (non-closed) line of F has at most one edge in common with every cut- 
set [X, X] such that a(X) > 0. Suppose that &(e) <c(e) for some e E [VI. Then, cer- 
tainly, a(e) = 0, and (65) implies that also p*(e) = 0, whence ex(e) = 0 for all XC V 
with a(X)>O. Thus we have shown that each cut-set [X,X] with a(X)>0 is 
saturated. Together with the previous result this means that the set Tn X=A is non- 
empty for each X with a(X)>O, and c[X, X] =6&l, A]. 0 
We confine ourselves to the two cases indicated at the end of Section 5. The cut- 
locking max Z-problems (i.e. the case, when a is a 0,1-valued function) are in- 
vestigated in the next section; here we consider the case when a is a metric on T. 
Lemma 8.3. Let a be a metric in T. If a is a cut-locking function, then it can be 
represented as a nonnegative linear combination of cuts (defined on [T]). 
Proof. Consider a network with I/= T and only nonzero capacities. Since a itself 
is a metric, the minimum in (100) can be achieved for the unique metric p * = a. Since 
there must be a minimizing metric p * representable as a nonnegative linear combina- 
tion of cuts, this is also the case for a. 0 
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However, this condition is in no way sufficient. For consider 
7-= (0, . ..) 2n-1 (mod 2n)}, n23, 
and any function a of the form 
n-1 
(101) aM= C cw,er,, _ _ i, jET 
,=O 
where Yi={i, i_t,..., i+ n - I ) and q> 0 (see Example 3.1). As we have already 
seen, a function represented by (101) has no other expansion into primitive metrics. 
So were a cut-locking, each solution of (a 1 c) for any CE I?\!], P’s T, would also 
solve the locking problem (.-J, ZV) with !J?= (V, T; c) and .$= { q: i = 0, . . . , n - 1). But 
.v’ is not lockable, by Theorem 7. 
Theorem 9. The metric a on T is cut-locking if and only if there exist a loose family 
-<i/c 2r and a function cz: .-f + R + such that 
(102) a= C dA)e,4 
AE / 
(eA being the indicafor of the cut-set [A, ii] C [T]). 
Roof. Suppose first that a has a representation of the form (102). Then the locking 
problem (.z/, 9) has a solution for every given network 9 with terminal-set T, by 
Theorem 7. Let F be any solution of (Ed, !Y?). Since F locks each A E ‘i, there are 
subsets X, C V such that X, II T=A and ljF:lj = c[X,, X,] =ex;c. Therefore 
At / At / ( A E ‘/ > 
and the duality relation (100) holds for ,U * = C a@)~~, . 
Conversely, suppose that each expansion (102) of a, if any, is such that the cor- 
responding family .:Y’ = {A c T: a(A) > 0} is non-loose. If a admits no such expansion 
at all, it is not cut-locking, by Lemma 8.3. Let .d,, . . . , dm be the collection of 
families corresponding to all possible cut-expansions of a. Since none of them is 
loose, there exists a collection of networks !J?; = (vi, T; Ci), i = 1, . . . , m, with the 
same terminal-set T, such that none of (pi,, !Vi) has a solution. We can assume that 
l/in “;= T for i+j. Consider the new set of vertices I/= IJ:=, K and the capacity 
function c on [VI, defined by 
I 
ci(e), if eE[F]\[T], i=l,..., m, 
c(e) = 1 + 5 q(e), eE PI, 
i=l 
0, otherwise. 
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Further, consider the problem (a 1 c). We show that no nonnegative linear combina- 
tion of cuts minimizes ,UCC’ c subject to ,U 2 CI on [T]. 
First we note that each minimizing metric ,U * satisfies ,D *(u) = a(u), u E [T], since 
IlfJ 2 c(u) 2 1~ 0 for every solution {f,} of (a 1 c). Therefore if we had ,/A* = 
c xC ,, /I(X)ex with p(X) 2 0, it would imply 
and thus the family {A c T: p(X)>0 for some X, Xfl T=A} would be one of 
.d,, . ..) .dm, say z’;. Since any solution F of (a 1 c) locks each A ~.ri, in the entire 
network, its restriction to %‘; locks them all too, so that (.“/i, Si) has a solution - a 
contradiction. 0 
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9. CUT-LOCKING MAX Z-PROBLEMS 
We proceed to extremal multiflow problems (a 1 c) with weights a[.~, t] restricted 
to 0 and 1. Each such ‘max Z-problem can be formulated in terms of its scheme 
S=(T,U)andthenetwork~=(V,T;c)whereU={u~[V]:a(~)=l)and Tisthe 
collection of vertices meeting some edge of U. The notation (S 1%) is more suitable 
for this sort of problems than (a 1 c). Recall that (see Section 5) 
(103) value(S(%} =p*.c=min{puJ?, p(U)= 1 for all UE U}, 
and a, and consequently S, are called cut-locking if for any %’ there exists a function 
p: 2V+R, such that 
(104) xrV~;rxXIB(~)=l~ uEU, 
/ 
and 
(105) value(SI%n)= C P(X) c]X,Xl= C a(A) C(A), 
xcv ACT 
where 
(106) a(A)= x:A~;n,k-/l(~) 
(so that ,u* can be assumed equal to C/I(X)eX). 
The characterization of cut-locking schemes is in terms of their independent sets’ 
intersections. Given a graph S= (r, I/), a subset A c T is said to be independent (in 
S) if no pair of vertices from A is connected by an edge from U (i.e. if [A] fl U= 0). 
An independent set A c T is called an anticlique of S, if it is maximal in the sense 
that no subset properly containing A is independent. 
Let .GY’(S) denote the collection of anticliques of S, and let T(S) denote the intersec- 
tion graph of .-J(S) (i.e. the graph whose vertices are members of J/(S), A, BE .cd(S) 
being adjacent if and only if A fl B #0). T(S) will also be referred to as the anticlique 
graph of S. 
Note that schemes defined as above have no isolated vertices. 
Theorem 10. The scheme S is cut-locking if and only if any of the following condi- 
tions holds: 
(i) each terminal of Yl belongs to at most two anticliques of S; 
(ii) ,_j(S) is loose; 
(iii) T(S) has no triangles. 
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(The proof of their equivalence is quite simple and is therefore omitted.) 
A scheme with the above property will be called loose. 
9.1. Necessity 
The ‘only if’ part of Theorem 10 has been established by A.V. Karzanov and P.A. 
Poevzner [13] using the arguments which are briefly as follows. Suppose that 
S= (7’, U) is cut-locking. Then for each %= (V, T; c) there exists a function 
p:2 “-+ R, satisfying (104), (105). Moreover, all subsets AC T with o(A) >0 (see 
(106)) must be locked by every solution F of (S 1 Yl>, by Lemma 8.2. 
The ‘only if’ statement would be proved if a vertex-set k’s T and a multiflow F 
on I/ were specified for any non-loose S so that F solves (S 1 Y?) for Y?= (k’, T; &) 
but locks too few subsets of Tto provide (105). For example, the scheme drawn in 
Fig. 12 with wavy lines fails to be cut-locking since any multiflow on I/= T formed 
by all positively weighted two-hop paths solves the corresponding (S 1 ‘Y?) but locks 
not a single subset of T. 
Fig. 12. 
Finally, note that if S is cut-locking, then so is every subgraph S(A), A C T, since 
networks with terminals from TCA isolated are considered among others. Thus on- 
ly minimal (with respect to their vertex-sets) non-loose schemes should be examined. 
It is a not too difficult task to verify that there is only a finite number of minimal 
non-loose graphs. They are all listed in [ 131 each with the appropriate multiflow pro- 
viding the desired example (almost each one requiring a good deal of subtlety). 
9.2. Halves and quarters 
To prove the ‘if’ part of Theorem 10 non-constructive arguments can be 
developed which are similar to (though more complicated than) those used to prove 
Theorem 7. We however sacrifice generality exposing an explicit algorithm which 
solves (S 1 !J?> whenever S is loose and the capacity function of YI is integer-valued. 
For compensation we obtain the following 
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Theorem 11. Let S be loose and the capacity function of YI be integer-valued. Then 
(S 1 Yl> has a quarter-integral solution (in the sense that all values fU(x, y) are 
multiples of + while the values of iF are multiples of+). If T(S) is also bichromatic, 
then (S j Yi’) has a half-integral solution. 
In general, quarters cannot be avoided as is shown by the following example. Let 
(S 1%) be the problem depicted in Fig. 13a, b. The multiflow F in Y? whose lines 
with their weights are shown in Fig. 13~ has JJFJJU=25/4, which in fact is exactly 
value( S ( Y?). To show this consider the lockers A ‘, B’, etc., of the members of .ti(S) 
(see Fig. 13a). Then for the metric p = +(eA, + ee, + . . . + eEr) -b +eHf one has ,uu(u) = 1 
for all u E U, and fl. c = 2514. 
Network T?: % - terminals; 
0 - internal vertices; c(e) = 0 or 1 Scheme S: 
K6-c5 
a b 
Solution of (S/Y?): each line of weight $ 
C 
Fig. 13. 
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At any rate, we start and work as long as possible with the ‘current’ half-integral 
multiflow F= {f,: u E [T]} considered as a collection of fixed +-lines (some of 
which may be closed) packed into the network. 
9.3. Contractions and fragments 
Let F= {f,: u E [T]} be a multiflow in some network %‘= (I”, T; c). Any map 
p : V+ V’ (onto) induces the following ‘contraction’ of both %’ and F. The network 
% is contracted to the network %’ = (I/‘, T’; c’) with T’= VT and 
c’[x’,y’]=c[(d x’, (Fly’]= c 
x:o?w:x, y:;~y:‘x~yl 
for all x’, y’ E I”, x’ fy’. F in its turn is contracted to the family of functions 
F’ = {fi,: u’ E [T’]) obtained as follows. For each U’ = [s’, t’] E [T’] set 
v7 PI u’= [q-’ s’, 9-I t’] = ([s, t] E [T]: vs=s’, qt=t’}. 
For each UE~-’ u’ choose the direction off, E F so that their sources are in (p- ‘s’ 
(say), and consider the function f:, on (I”) defined by 
f:& y,‘) = c c c fu(4y). 
USC+? ‘USxeq? ‘Y’ yEy, ‘y, 
It is quite easy to show that fLJ is a flow with source s’, sink t’ and magnitude 
Cu:P”=ll~Ilfu/I~ 
Given a scheme S= (2P, U), its contraction generated by v, is defined as 
S’ = (T’, Or’) where U’ = VU. 
We see that v, generates the homomorphism of Y? onto its contraction. This 
homomorphism will be called proper (with respect to S) if PS f cpt for each [s, t] E U. 
The following statement is almost straightforward. 
Lemma 9.1. Let 9 be a proper homomorphism of (S / ST). Then for any multifiow 
Fin !?‘I one has l(F(lu~(/F’((U, and consequently 
value(SI%)5value(S’1%‘). 
Now we consider a special sort of homomorphism where there is a multiflow F 
locking a subset A C T, and the map p : I/ + V contracts the locker 2(‘(A) to a 
single terminal, say a, and is l-1 on u/(A). The contractions Se, Se and Fe are 
called external with respect to -U(A). 
The situation within P(A) is stored in the form of a fragment RCA), FCA), where 
SCA) = ( VCA), A; cCA)) is the subset of 92 with I’@) = $+I), cCA) being the restriction 
of c to I@), and FtA) is a ‘truncated’ multiflow consisting of 
(i) the lines of Fd; 
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(ii) the directed half-lines L(s, X) of F;, s EA, x being the last point if L within 
VcA) (including degenerate half-lines with s=x, if any); 
(iii) the ‘boundary condition’ consisting of two functions 
p+, p- @A), V’A’]X(T\A)-,R+. 
The value /3’(u, t) indicates how many lines of F; run through u and terminate 
at t without being inverted; p-(u, t) indicates the same for the lines of Fj assumed 
inverted. We have 
C (p+(u, t)=P-(U, t))=2 c(u) for all UE [VcA), I/o]. 
~GT\A 
Lemma 9.2. Let F be a multiflow in Y? locking some subset A C T; then Fe and F(*) 
uniquely define F. 
9.4. Odd cycles of anticliques 
The algorithm we are going to develop seems much easier to discuss when T(S) 
is not only without triangles, but is without any odd cycles. Fortunately, for each 
max Zproblem (S ) Y?) whose scheme is loose, a ‘twice covering’ problem can be 
built, with a scheme without odd cycles of anticliques. This construction is similar 
to representing an arbitrary graph in the bipartite form, with a double set of 
vertices. 
Consider a half-integer multiflow Fin 9 which locks each anticlique of S, existing 
by Theorems 7 and 8. The procedure LOCK(.$(S), %) provides F together with the 
lockers ii(A), A E xi(S). 
Recall that each line of F passes through each cut-set [Y’(A), U(A)], A E.w’(S) 
at most once. Put 
Vo= u{ Y’(A); A E.@)} and Eo= u{ [Y(A)]: A E cl(S)}. 
Let us call a line of F inner if all its edges belong to Eo, and outer otherwise. Let 
L = L[s, t] be an inner line of F with [s, t] E U. Then there exist adjacent anticliques 
A, B of S such that SE A and t E B. Moreover, when moving along L from s to t, 
one leaves Y(A) not earlier than one enters Y(B). 
It is convenient to eliminate the vertices from outside Vo. To do this consider the 
partition of each outer line L = L [s, t] into three uniquely defined segments, say 
L[s, x], L[x, y] and L[ y, t], the middle one consisting of the edges of L outside Eo. 
Replace L [x, y] with an edge of capacity w(L) connecting x and y, where w(L) is the 
weight of L in F. After this is done for all outer lines, for each pair x, y the capacities 
of all edges connecting x, y should be summed. Generally, this introduces half- 
integer capacities for edges outside Eo. However no additional splitting of flows 
will thus be caused, because the values of flows in those edges aren’t affected by 
the future perturbations. 
The following statement is straightforward: 
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Lemma 9.3. Let F be a multiflow in Y?= (V, T; c) locking .d(S). If V= 
lJ [Y(A) : A E .ti(S)} , then the union of an arbitrary collection of anticliques of S is 
also locked by F, and its locker is the union of the corresponding lockers. 
Thus, assume that V= U[Y(A): A E.GY(S)}. For each anticlique A of S consider 
two copies of Y(A), black and white, denoted by V(A, b) and V(A, w) respectively. 
Further, consider the collection of as many as 2l.d(S)I disjoint sets V(A, a) where 
A E.&S) and (Y E {b, w}. For each u E Y(A) let u(A, b) and u(A, w) denote the 
representatives of u in V(A, b) and V(A, w) respectively. Thus each u E V is 
represented by two or four copies, the latter if and only if u belongs to the meet of 
two lockers. 
For each u E V represented by four copies u(A, b), u(A, w), u(B, b) and u(B, w) 
where A, B are the two anticliques such that u E Y(A) fl Y(B), identify u(A, b) with 
u(B, w) and u(B, b) with u(A, w). This gives the set Pof vertices with 1 PI =2/T/I, and 
each u E V has exactly two representatives in P. Let p: P+ V be the natural projec- 
tor referring each member of Pto its original in V. Since T(S) has no triangles, the 
restriction of p to every subset of the form 
V(A, a) U (u{ V(B, p): B adjacent to A)) 
where A E J/(S) and {a, /3} = {b, w} , is one-to-one. Let i: P+ P denote the involu- 
tion transposing the representatives of all vertices from V. 
Put T=p-‘T and let the ‘2-covering’ scheme s^= (p, 0) be defined by the set 
.~‘(s^) =.“/b($ U .z’,,,(s^) of its anticliques where J/~(S) = {a, = Ftl V(A, a): A E.Y’(S)} 
is the set of anticliques colored a. Namely, o= [F] \ U{ [a]: a E .~/(s^)}. Obviously 
r(g) is bipartite. 
Now let $?= (v, F;?) with the capacity function P be defined as follows. Let 
d(A, B) denote the distance between anticliques A, B in T(S). For ,i?‘, _jj E P find 
V(A, a) containing Z? and V(B,/3) containing 9 and put 
0, 
1’1 
if d(A, B) even and a#p 
?[a, 91 = 
or d(A, B) odd and (Y =/3, 
c iM, PA 3 if d(A, B) even and (Y =p 
or d(A, B) odd and cw#/3. 
It is easy to check that this definition doesn’t depend on the choice of V(A, a), 
V(B,P) when _? or J, or both, belong to two such sets. 
Both ‘% and s^ are seen to be invariant with respect to the involution i. 
Lemma 9.4. Let F be a half-integer multiflow in Y? locking .d(S) for a given scheme 
S. Let % and s^ be constructed as above, and let p be an arbitrary solution of (s^ 1 !fl> 
locking &(s^). 
Then there exists a solution of (S 1 Y?) coinciding with the projection of the sym- 
metrized multiflow #+ ip) on the inner edges and with F on the outer edges of Yl. 
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Proof. A solution of (5 1 Y?) can be constructed from the lines of paand F as follows. 
Consider E and F as collections of lines each of weight 3. Let L^ be one of the lines 
of E. If L^ is inner, i.e. if the edges of L^ belong to a subset of the form 
[ V(A, b)] U [ V(B, w)] with adjacent A, B, then the projection pL^ contributes to our 
solution with weight +. 
If L^ is outer, then let the outer edge of L^ be [g,j] so that 2.~ V(A, cr) \ V(B,P) 
and 9 E V(B, /I) \ I/@, a) for some A, Be.&(S) and {a, p} = {b, w>. Since e[a,j] is 
positive there exist as many as 2&Z,?] lines of F passing through x=p.? and y =p3. 
Choose one of them, say L, to be associated with L^. Now, let L,, LB denote the 
components of L^ - [Z, 91 lying in I/(A, cx) and V(B, 8) respectively. Then the chain 
pLA. L [x, y] .pL^, contributes to our solution with weight +. 0 
9.5. Domains 
From now on T(S) is assumed without odd cycles, and the anticliques of S are 
regarded as colored black and white, .d(S)=.db(S)Udw(S), so that adjacent an- 
ticliques always have different colors. We also assume that there always exists some 
‘current’ multiflow F in Y? locking d(S). 
The current F is regarded as a collection of lines L [s, t] of weight +, and we find 
it suitable not to forbid [s, t] $ U or even s= t (i.e. cycles and terminals considered 
as degenerate lines) though they do not contribute to llF//u. Let the terminals, edges 
from [T] and lines of F be divided into the following three categories: 
Category 0. The terminals covered by two distinct anticliques of S; the edges from 
the sets [A fl B], A, BE&(S); the lines located in the sets Y(A) tl Y(B) for adjacent 
A, B E.&(S) (the non-closed lines of Category 0 are the lines whose pair of ends is 
of Category 0). 
Category I. The terminals belonging to exactly one anticlique of 5; the edges belong- 
ing to exactly one [A], A E&(S); the lines covered by exactly one locker Y(A), 
A E&(S) (the lines of Category 1 are the lines whose pair of ends is of Category 1). 
Category 2. No terminals; the edges from U, the lines whose pair of ends belongs 
to U. (Earlier the lines of Category 2 were classified into inner and outer.) 
Given a multiflow F the resource R(A) of the anticlique A of S is defined as the 
set of terminals of Category 1 from A and points of lines of Category 1 with both 
ends in A. Thus R(A) c Y(A). It is important that by means of draining transforma- 
tions of F carried out within -Y(A) (see Section 7) the resource of A can be brought 
to every vertex of a certain subset D(A) c Y(A) called the domain of A. More 
precisely, D(A) is the union of R(A) and the set of vertices accessible from R(A) 
in the digraph y(A, F) defined in Section 7. To determine D(A) one needs to build 
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(applying a labelling process) some maximal forest of ~(4, F) rooted in R(A). Such 
a forest, denoted by rr (A, F), will always be kept in mind when dealing with D(A). 
Lemma 9.5. For each veD(A) there exists a multiflow H with the following 
properties: 
(i) H locks .c/(S) and llHIlo= [1F/io; 
(ii) let F’ and H’ denote the multiflows obtained from F and H respectively by 
contracting D(A); then F’ = H’; 
(iii) H’ has a line of Category 1 (closed or non-closed) passing through v. 
Proof. A multiflow H with the required properties can be constructed as follows. 
Let P=(r=x,,x,,..., x, = v) be a path of y(A, F) starting in some r E R(A) and ter- 
minating in v. It is sufficient to check our assertion for xl instead of v and to show 
that P(xr, x,) is a path of y(A, F’) for the new multiflow F’. 
Let L = L[a, b] be a line of Category 1 passing through r. This may be a chain 
with distinct a, b EA, or a closed line incident to a terminal a= b of Category 1, or 
a degenerate line consisting of one point, a= b EA, of Category 1. Consider the 
following two cases: 
(a) [x0, xl] is unsaturated, i.e. c[x,, x,] - &[xO, xl] > 0. Here the new multiflow F’ 
is obtained by replacing L with L’ = L [a, x0] [x0, x,] [x1, xo]L [x,,, b], also of Category 
1. 
(b) There exists a line K=(S=y,,...,y,_,=Xl,yj=Xo,...,y,=t) of F with 
SED(A). Depending on the location of t we have the following three subcases: 
(bl) K is of Category 1 with t EA. Then our assertion holds with K. 
(b2) K is of Category 0 or 2. Then one of the edges [a, t], [b, t] is of the same 
category as K. Let it be [a, t]; then [b, s] is of Category 1. Therefore the required 
properties hold for the multiflow F’ obtained from F by replacing L and K with 
L’ = L [b, xo]K[xo, s] and K’ = L[a, xo]K[xo, t] so that L’ passes through xl. 
(b3) K is of Category 1 with s E D(A) fl B and t E B \ A for some other anticli- 
que B adjacent to A. The arguments are exactly the same as in (b2). However this 
situation is a particular case of breach (see Fig. 14), and we can increase IlF11o 
replacing L and K with L’ = L [b, x,,]K[x,, t] (of Category 2) and L[a, xo]K[xo, s] (of 
Category 0). 0 
The optimality criterion given in the following lemma is used in the algorithm for 
<S / 8) described below. 
Lemma 9.6. Let F be a multiflow in !7? which locks .d(S) and has the property that 
for each black anticlique B and each white anticlique W we have D(B) n U(W) = 0. 
Then F solves (S 1%) while the duality conditions (104), (105) are satisfied by 
p~2~-+R defined by 
P(X) = 
j, X= Y( W) for WE./,,,(S) or D(B) for Be,a/b(S), 
0, otherwise. 
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Proof. Each edge from U belongs to [X, xi] for exactly two X’s with positive p(X); 
this implies (104). The condition S!(W)fID(B)=O for every white W and black B 
implies that the lines of Category 2 are exactly those forming the flows F&and 
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FjnDcB), each line participating in exactly two of them. Therefore 
Il%=+(C ~ll%ll: W~JfwCS>> + c w&lD(B)Il: ~-4m) 
= x.yPw) cw, Xl 9 
as required. 0 
The above lemma deals with a very special situation which doesn’t occur for 
general S and %. We shall see, however, that for each solution F of (S ( ‘9) locking 
.d(S), the hypothesis of Lemma 9.6 always holds with some larger scheme 
S’=(T, U’), U’ 2 U, such that IIFljU, = IIFIIU. The procedure of Section 9.7 can be 
regarded as constructing such S’. The only obstacle we meet on this way is non- 
empty D(B) fl D( W) for two adjacent anticliques B, W of the current scheme. We 
call this situation ‘breach’; we shall see that in the case of a breach, IIFilU can be 
increased (cf. proof of Lemma 9.5). 
9.6. Hungarian structure 
Possibilities to improve Fare more or less deeply hidden in the tangle of its lines; 
they are discovered by means of a ‘Hungarian type’ procedure which finds an alter- 
nating sequence of lines of Category 1 and transit lines of Category 2; a proper 
recombination of them increases IIFliU. 
Given a multiflow F in Y? locking .&(S), consider an increasing sequence of 
schemes S, = (T, cl;), i = 0, 1, . . . , with U= U,,C U, c . . . and with J/(S) locked by F, 
defined as follows: 
Let ,!$ be defined, i 10. Let D&4) denote the domain of A E a($) with respect to 
Si (recall that D(A) depends not only on A itself but on the neighboring anticliques 
too). To define Si+i, choose an arbitrary black anticlique B of Si whose Di(B) 
meets some neighboring white WE&,+,(&). (If there is no such B, then F, Si and YJ 
satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 9.6, so that F solves (Si 1 !J?) .) For each white anti- 
clique W of Si adjacent to B, define W’ as the maximal subset of W\ Di(B) locked 
by F (including the case W’ = 0). 
If for each such W we have Di( W) nQ(B)=PI (so that Q(W) c LP( W’)), then 
Si+, is obtained from Si by replacing each W adjacent to B with the corresponding 
W’. 
Otherwise, i.e. if D,(B) meets Q(W) for some white W (breach), the sequence of 
schemes terminates on Si. 
A sequence of this form which cannot be extended any further will be called a 
Hungarian structure. Note that for each Si, .&(S;) =.tib(S), while d,+,(S) is a collec- 
tion of independent sets of S, at most one from each white anticlique. 
Theorem 12. A multiflow Flocking d(S) is a solution of (S 1%) if and only if there 
exists a Hungarian structure for F without breach. 
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Proof of the ‘only if’ part of the theorem see in Sections 9.7 and 9.8. Here we 
prove the converse, namely, that F having a Hungarian structure without breach is 
a solution of (S 1%). Consider a Hungarian structure S = S,C S1 c . . . c S, for F 
with the last term S, satisfying the condition that D,(B) fl W=0 for every 
BE~~(S,,,) and WE.~,#,). By Lemma 9.6, llFIIr/,=value(S,I%). Since, ob- 
viously, value(S 1 Y?) svalue(S, 1 !I?), the assertion will be proved if we show that 
II%, I = IIFIIU, in an arbitrary Hungarian structure. 
Suppose not, i.e. (/FIl,, , < IIFllu, for some ir 1. This means that F has a line 
L=L[.s,t] with [~,tl~I/i\U,_t, that is with, say, FEDS Wand tEW\D(B) 
for the black B and some white W incolved in constructing Sj from q_ 1. But then 
L is a part of the resource of W with respect to Si_ I SO that s ED,_ ,(B) n Di_ ,( W) 
- a contradiction. q 
9.7. Constructing a Hungarian structure 
Here a detailed procedure constructing a Hungarian structure is described and ex- 
plained; it is based on labelings of the type used earlier in draining procedures. At 
any stage we have a current scheme SC with the same black anticliques as S and 
with .2/w(S’) = {WC: WC C_ w~.d~(S)}, such that F locks .d(S’). Each black anticli- 
que of SC is in one of two states: checked or unchecked. 
Step 0. Start with SC = S, all black anticliques of S being unchecked. 
Step 1. If all black anticliques of SC are checked, then stop: a Hungarian struc- 
ture is completed without breach; F is optimal, by 9.6. 
Otherwise choose an unchecked Be.db(SC) and construct DC(B). (DC means ‘the 
domain with respect to SC’. In fact, we construct a maximal tree of y(B, F) rooted 
in P(B), applying a natural labeling process.) For each white anticlique WC of SC 
adjacent to B, check whether or not DC(B) meets Dc( WC) (see comment to Step 3). 
If DC(B) meets Dc(Wc) for some WC then stop: the Hungarian structure is com- 
pleted with breach; otherwise proceed to 
Step 2. Here DC(B) n Dc( WC) = 0 for all WC adjacent to B. For each such WC 
determine the maximal subset W’ of WC \ DC(B) locked by F, and obtain 
S’ = (T, U’) from SC by replacing each WC adjacent to B with the corresponding 
W’. Accept S’ as the next term of the Hungarian structure. Declare B checked. Then 
declare unchecked every A l ,dt,((SC) with non-empty A rl (WC \ W’) for some WC 
(possibly including B). Go to Step 1. 
Comments. (1) DC(B) n Dc( WC) = 0 means that: (a) F has no line with one end in 
Wcn DC(B) and the other in WC \ DC(B), so that (jFI1 doesn’t grow when WC is 
replaced with W’. (b) Dc( WC) G (W’), so that each terminal from WC \ W’ belongs 
to some black A adjacent to WC (not excluding B). Each such terminal leaves 
Category 0 to enter the resource R,(A) (with respect to the scheme obtained from 
SC by replacing this WC with W’). The additional resource R,,(A) \ RC(A) will be 
referred to as ‘squeezed from B through WC’. 
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(2) Here is the mechanism of squeezing a resource from B to another black anticli- 
que, say A: Some line L = L [s, f] of Category 2 with s E WC n DC(B) and t $ WC U B 
is accessible in the digraph y(A, F) n y( W, F) from a terminal of A fI W (this is the 
reason why this terminal doesn’t belong to W’). Such L is inner with respect to SC 
when A #B (since A is locked by F), so that t E A, and it becomes outer with respect 
to S’. One may think of L as of a ‘virtual transit’ because L can be brought in touch 
with a line of Category 0 with both ends, say a and b, in A n WC and then decom- 
posed into two lines, one with the ends a, s (Category 1) and the other with the ends 
6, t (Category 1 if A #B and Category 2 if A = B). 
(3) A unified procedure to check the condition DC(B) nDC( WC)=0 and deter- 
mine W’ can be developed for each WC adjacent to B. Define a digraph yBW as the 
union of: (i) the subgraph of y(B, F) induced on the vertex-set DC(B), and (ii) 
y(W F) with the arcs from (DC(B)) deleted and the others reversed. Let W” denote 
the set of vertices accessible in ysW from RC(B). Then DC(B) meets W( WC) if and 
only if IV” meets RC( WC); further, if IV” n RC( WC) = 0 then W’= WC \ W” (since 
WC is locked by F). 
(4) It is important for the augmenting procedure described in the next subsection 
that the transit lines of F participating in squeezing a resource from B to other black 
anticliques (see Comment (2)), never appear on other stages of constructing the 
Hungarian structure. 
9.8. Augmenting procedure 
Suppose that for the given multiflow Flocking .ti(S) we have a Hungarian struc- 
ture S=SocS,c... cS, with breach, which means that there exist BE~~(S,,,) and 
WE.~&?,) with non-empty D,(B) nD,( W) (D,, R, denote domains and 
resources with respect to S,). Let us show how to reconstruct F into F’ with the 
following properties: (i) F’ locks J/(S), (ii) either IIF’ll,= lIFilu+ + or IIF’Ilu= l/Filu 
and there exists m’, 01 m’<m, such that Se, St, . . . , S,, is a Hungarian structure 
with breach for F’. 
Choose a path P= @=x0, x1 ,...,x,) in yew with xoeR,(B) and x,eR,(W). If 
x0 $ R,(B) (i.e. if x0 belongs to a squeezed resource), then put m’= max i; x0 $ R,(B). 
In this case determine black B1 and white WI from .d(S,,,,) such that x0 belongs to 
the resource squeezed from B1 through W,. Squeezing means that there exists a 
path Q = (r ==yo, yI , . . . ,y,) in y(B, F) fl y( W,, F) where y. belongs to a line of 
Category 0 (closed, non-closed or degenerate) with the ends in B fl W, , and y, is an 
inner point of a line L = L [a, b] of Category 2 with ae D,(B) fl W. Depending on 
B, we have two cases which will be discussed separately. 
Case I: B, #B. Then L is inner, with b E W, . 
Suppose first that both P, Q are degenerate, i.e. P=(s) and Q=(r). Then there 
exist 
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(i) a line K= K[s’, t] G R,(W) with s’ E Wfl B such that s E Kfl L; and 
(ii) a line J=J[r’, r”] with r’, r” not necessarily distinct, whose category is 0 with 
respect to S,, . . . , S,, and 1 with respect to S,,+ 1, . . . , S,, such that reJfl L. 
Obtain F’ from F by replacing J, K and L with L’=K[t, s]L[s, r] J[r, r’] 
(Category 2), J’ = K[s’, s]L [s, a] (Category 0) and K’ = J[r”, r] L [r, 61. 
If s belongs to the initial (not squeezed) resource of B, then L may be thought 
of as a part of R,(B) (with DEB) so that we have ljF’llu= jjFllu+ 3. Otherwise K’ 
contributes to R,,( W,) and, according to Comment (2), b ED,,(B,). Since the 
transformation of F into F’ doesn’t change the domains and transits involved in 
constructing S,, S,, . . . , S,, this sequence is a Hungarian structure with breach for 
F’. 
If P and Q are paths of positive length, then the lines K and J can be constructed 
as described in subsection 9.5 (Lemma 9.5). (See Fig. 15.) 
Case 2: B, = B. Then W, > W, since S is loose. 
If, as above, P=(s) and Q=(r), then there exist 
(i) a line K=K[s’,t]cR,(W) with S’E WflB and TV W\B; and 
(ii) a line J=J[r’, r”] with r’, r” not necessarily distinct, of Category 0 with 
respect to So, . . . , S,, and 1 with respect to Sm,+,,...,Sm, such that .seKnJ and 
rEJnL. 
Assuming that r’, s, r, r” lie on J in this order, obtain F’ from F by replacing 
J, K, L with L = J[r”, r]L [r, 61 (Category 2), K’ = K[t, s] J[s, r]L [r, a] (Category 1) 
and J’= J[r’, s]K[s, s’] (Category 0). Now K’ c R,,( W,) and the end a of K’ 
belongs to R,,(B) so that S,, S1, . . . , S,, is a Hungarian structure with breach for 
F’. 
If P and Q are paths of positive length, the lines K, J can be obtained as in Lemma 
9.5. 
A corollary: two multiterminal flows 
The following extremal multiflow problem was proposed and partially solved by 
Cherkasski [4]: 
Let Y?= (V, T; c) be a network whose terminal-set is a union of four sets Ai, 
i=O,1,2,3 (mod 4), such that Ai-,nA;+,= 0 for all i. Find two multiterminal 
flows fi and f2 such that 
(a) Ai_ 1 is the set of sources and A,, l is the set of sinks for J;, i= 1,2; 
(b) cs,+if,lc; 
(c) IrlII + Iv;\\ is maximal consistent with (a), (b). 
This problem can be reformulated in terms of multiflows as (S ) ‘$I) where S = (T, U) 
is the union of two complete bipartite graphs: 
T= UA;, lJ= L‘%,A,l u L419A31. 
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It can be seen that 
.d(S)={(AiUA;+l)\(A,+,UAi+3): i~O,1,2,3 (mod 4)), 
so that T(S) is a subgraph of a 4-cycle. Thus S is not only loose, but T(S) is 
bichromatic. Theorems 11 and 12 yield the following statement which has been con- 
jectured and partially proved by Cherkasski [4]. 
Corollary 9.1. The max Z-problem for two multiterminal flows has a half-integral 
solution provided the capacity function is integer-valued. Moreover 
max(lK II + Iv‘,Il> = min 3 i c[X,,X,] 
i=o 
over allfamilies {Xi: i=O,1,2,3 (mod 4)) such that XinAj=O for i=O,1,2,3 (mod 
4) andj=i+ 1, i+2. 
10. A SWITCHING DEVICE SOLVING MULTIFLOW PROBLEMS 
Recall that a multiflow F is a presolution of a feasibility problem (c, d) if 
(112) 
the second relation meaning that the ‘small’ problem (6, d), whose vertices are the 
terminals of F with capacity function SF, must be solvable (see Section 6). 
Throughout this section a network %‘= (V, T, c) is assumed fixed, and only de- 
mand functions d satisfying supp(d) C_ [T] are considered. Moreover, both c and d 
are assumed integer-valued. 
Lemma 6.5 suggests that (c, d), if feasible, has a presolution which is a maximal 
multiflow in 8. This motivates the idea of scanning the variety of maximal 
multiflows in !J in search of that one whose dF dominates the given d. Set 
Y(8)= {@R’r’: 27F maximal in Y? such that SF= r}. 
From this viewpoint the networks with simplest design are those whose Y(E) is a 
point. In fact, Y(YZ) = {r} implies that any (c, d) with supp(d) c [T] is feasible if and 
only if so is (t;, d), solutions for (c, d) being available from those for (c, d) and an 
arbitrary maximal multiflow in !X! by the procedure described in Section 6. 
Exercise 10.1. Characterize the networks with the trivial Y(8) consisting of exactly 
one point (Corollary 7.1 can be applied). 
Exercise 10.2. Show that ?‘(!l?), when bounded and nontrivial, has at least three ex- 
treme points. Give an example of % whose Y(‘%) is a 2-simplex. 
Exercise 10.3. Apply Theorem 7 concerning lockable families, to derive the follow- 
ing result of Papernov [S]: 
For any network 117 with 1 Tl = 4, Y(g) = 9($) for the network $= (p, T, e) with 
the same T, the single internal vertex u (so that P= TU {u}) and the capacity func- 
tion given by 
where 
E(u) = 
i 
o(u), ue[TI, 
A u=[t,ol, teT, 
(113) 
a ts, t] = +(c<s> + c( t > - c(s, t >), 
p=t +[ (~,Tlc(s, t>- c c(t) . 
5, E rer > 
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In practice this theorem provides a fast decision procedure to decide whether or 
not a given demand can be met by a multiflow in % for the four-terminal case, 
though saying nothing about the solutions themselves. Qualitatively it has the im- 
portant consequence concerning the structure of S(R) in the four-terminal case. Let 
Mi, i= 1,2,3, be the matching of T= {1,2,2,4} containing the edge [&4], and let 4: 
[T] + (0,l) be the indicator of Mi. 
Corollary 10.1. For any ‘3’2 with ITi =4 
(114) Y(%)=conv. hull{a+P.Z,: i= 1,2,3}. 
In general, having the representation 
Y(Y?)=conv. hull {cl,...,<m} 
together with a family (4: i = 1, . . . , m> of maximal multiflows in % with 6c = Ti, 
what can be done in order to meet any particular demand d, satisfying 
w-w(d) c LT 
First of all the following ‘algebraic’ approach may be proposed. Note that know- 
ing the representation of Y(R) as above we have only to find nonnegative real 
numbers 8,, . . . ,Bm satisfying 
(115) f ei51 
I=1 
and 
(116) f eiti > d, or, equivalently, 
r=l 
,$ e;(&p) Ld@ 
for all primitive metrics p on T. 
Let (e:, . . . . ea be any solution of (115), (116). Then the linear combination 
F= Cy=, OFFi satisfies (112), i.e. is a presolution of (c, d). After this, (c, d) is 
reduced to (C ei*&, d), and the procedure of Section 6 can be applied. 
In this section an alternative ‘combinatorial’ method is proposed for the four- 
terminal case implemented in the form of a switching device whose elements realise 
the operator SWITCH introduced in Section 7. In this connection tribute should be 
paid to Papernov whose ideas preceded and inspired the results below. 
To illustrate the sort of algorithms we wish to develop, consider feasibility pro- 
blems for the following sort of networks. 
Example 10.1. %=(V,T, c) with T={1,2.,3,4}, V=TU{oj;j=l ,..., n} and 
an integer, if eE [T], 
(117) c(e)= 1, 
c 
if e=[i,Uj], 15i54,j=l,..., n, 
0, otherwise. 
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Clearly, (114) takes the form 
S(R) = conv. hull{c,+ n I,: k= 1,2,3} 
where cr: [T] -+ R is the restriction of c to [T]. 
Consider each ‘cross’ Vj, j = 1, . . . , n, as equipped with the sort of switch describ- 
ed in Section 7. Then the state of the switching device thus obtained can well be 
characterized by the three nonnegative integers n,, n2 and n3, C n,<n, nj being the 
number of crosses whose switch is turned on the matching pi. 
The state (n,, n2, n3) can be regarded as the new network Y?‘= (T, T; 6) with no 
internal vertices and the capacities defined by / 
~(U)=C(U)+ni(u), uE[T17 
where i(u) is the number of the matching containing U. Given a demand function 
d, we say that the state (n,, n2, n3) meets d if (6, d) is feasible. This means that 
(118) 
n,+n2+n32d[& T\i]-c+(i), i=1,2,3,4 
2(nj+nk)Zd[Ai,Ai]-CT(A;), i=1,2,3 
where {A,&} =M, and i,j, k are all distinct. Note that c&4) =c,[A,A], A c T, 
for the network of this example. 
Thus there are only four conditions to be met. The only reason for activating ad- 
ditional crosses (if any) is failure of the first inequality in (118). 
The general situation seems not so trivial as the following example, due to Paper- 
nov, shows (Fig. 16). 
b 
Fig. 16. 
The left-side network (Fig. 16a) has the form discussed in Example 10.1 with 
cr= 0, while the right-side one (Fig. 16b,c), though having the same S(lJz), is struc- 
turally more complicated since there is no map from left to right transmitting 
solutions. 
However a certain extension of the notion of ‘cross’ allows us to generalise the 
principle of Example 10.1 to arbitrary four-terminal networks. We shall see that a 
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switch may be not only concentrated in a vertex but also stretched along an ‘active 
path’ of a potential H-transformation, as is shown in Fig. 16~. 
Exercise 10.4. Show that each four-terminal network such that for each internal 
vertex u E k’\ T the sum Cu c[x, y] is even, can be represented as a collection of 
crosses of unit weight, some of them possibly being negative. 
Choose any of the three matchings of T=[1,2,3,j], sayM,={[l,2], [3,4]} or, 
briefly, 12 : 34, and let F= {Aj: 15i<j14} be a half-integral multiflow in 9? _- 
locking each A = {j} and {i,j} except, possibly, { 1,2} and { 3,4). This is guaranteed 
by Theorem 7. Then as much as two times 
half-integral stretched switches will be implanted into YI in the form of a path expan- 
sion of a maximal flow in the directed network. To do this direct all A)E F 
according to the digraph 3 4 
I Ezl 2 
i.e. as members of F{! ,?I foriE{1,2),jE{3,4) and from {1,3) to {2,4) otherwise. 
Now let !i?= (V, {2,3}; t) be the directed two-terminal network with the capacity 
function P : (V) + R + defined by 
(119) e(x,Y)=c[x,yl-r,[x,yl-t2 c .Iij(U,X) 
ISi<,<4 
for (x, u) E (V). Since F is assumed half-integral, C is integer-valued. 
Let 9 be an integer-valued maximal flow in ‘$I with the source 2 and sink 3. Let 
P’, w’;... . ,P”‘, w”’ be the family of weighted paths 
weight), obtained as follo\;is. 
For each (x, y) E (V) set 
cPt(x,y)=min{e&y), 2 C .Aj(Y3x)l, 
Isrcja4 
from 2 to 3 (P - path, w - 
Choose P’=(2=x0,x1,..., xk=j) satisfying q(xi_,,xi)>O for i= 1, . . ..k. An arc 
(.q,,x;) of P’ will be called backward if ~l(xi_,,xj)>O and forward otherwise. 
Then set 
y_= P,l(xi-l,x;), 
i 
if (xi_ ,, xi) is backward, 
I 
v)2Cxi- I7 xi)* if (xi_ ,, xi) is forward 
and w’-min{y,,...,Yk}. 
Further we subtract WI from those values ~j(X;~ 1, xi) which participate as yi’s in 
WI, and proceed to P2, etc. 
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Each of these paths can give rise to an H-transformation of F but instead it will 
be conserved in the form of a sequence of switches realising the operator SWITCH 
described in Section 7. 
We now consider each edge [x, y] as a bundle of as many as 2 c[x, y] standard 
wires each of width 3. Each value J$(x, y), multiplied by 2, indicates the number of 
wires from [x,y] associated with the pair [i,j] of terminals. The multiflow F is 
thought of as a collection of standard lines kach of width 5; a line is regarded as 
a sequence of standard wires of width +; each of the two wires meeting together in 
a point of a line has a pointer referring to the end-point of the line this wire leads to. 
An individual switch is a unit located in a vertex and consisting of 4 wires belong- 
ing to two distinct lines, each wire with its pointer associated with that vertex. Let 
{pi: i= 1,2,3,4} be th e pointers of a given switch, pin {1,2;3;4). We have a full 
switch when all its pi’s are distinct; otherwise the switch will be called degenerate. 
Any switch has four positions, one neutral and the others corresponding to the three 
possible matchings of its four pointers. The active positions of a full switch are in 
an obvious l-l correspondence with the three matchings of T. 
Constructing the switching device 
Step 0. Assign i : = 0. 
Step I. Assign i : = i + 1. If i> m then stop: we are done. Otherwise assign k : = 0. 
(When standing at the point xk of the path P’, k = 1, . . . , mi - 1, we are aware of 
the edge [xk,xk_]] connecting us with the previous point and of the pointer p 
assigned to each of the w’ wires P’ has in this edge. For k= 1 the previous point is 
always 2 and p = 2 too. We denote by q the other terminal of that subset of the two 
subsets { ],2}, { 3 ,+} which contains p.) 
Step 2. Assign k : = k + 1. If k = mj then go to Step 1. Otherwise consider the arc 
(xk,xk+i) of P’. Install a switch in vertex xk according to the rule appropriately 
chosen from the cases (a)-(c) below, and return to Step 2. 
These three cases are as follows. 
(a) (Xk,Xk+,) is forward. Pick two w/-strong bundles of wires from the residual 
capacity c[xk, xk+ 11 - &=[xk, xk+ 11. M ar k one of them with the pointer q at the end 
xk and pointer p at the end xk+ , ; let the other bundle be marked in the opposite 
manner. Set a switch at the cross formed by the w’-strong bundle of lines of fp4 
paSSing through [xk_r,xk] and the IV’-Strong CirCUit within [+xk+,]. 
(b) (xk,xk+,) is backward belonging to AY with iE {1,2},je {3,4} or to fp4 itself. 
Set a switch on the cross formed in x,+ by the two w’-strong bundles of lines: one 
belonging to fp4 and passing through [xk_i,xk] and the other belonging toAj and 
passing through [& x, + i] . 
Note that in both cases (a) and (b), the switch-installed in xk is degenerate since 
the symbol p is repeated two times in the list of its pointers. 
(c) (xk, xk+,) is backward belonging to j$ where the edge [!,/I is opposite to 
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[p,q] (i.e. they are distinct members of the same matching Mj). Do as in (b) but - - 
the switch is now full. 
Procedure performed by the switching device 
Each path P’ provides the w’-strong bundle of stretched switches, each of which 
has the three active positions corresponding to the three matchings M,, M2 and 
M3. To realise h4/ for a switch stretched along P’, one should turn all its full swit- 
ches on Mj while all the degenerate ones should adopt the positions they have had 
in F, if j = 3, or the alternative loop-free position otherwise. 
Now, given a demand function d, the integers nl , n2 and n3 are to be determined 
from (118) just as before. Then one turns some nj standard stretched switches on 
M,, for i= 1,2,3. 
Remarks. (1) Each of the degenerate switches installed in case (b) may be fixed 
forever in the loop-free position other than that it has in F. Indeed, this would 
preserve ~5~ and diminish the number of switchings needed to turn the whole Pi. 
The switches of the case (a) such that both arcs (xk_ i, xk) and (xk, xk+ i) are for- 
ward, also may be fixed in the alternative loop-free position. 
(2) When each of the n =2(IJf,,l( -cY[~ ,2]) standard switches is considered 
separately, as many as 4” degrees of freedom are introduced for the resulting 
multiflow which certainly is too many for feasibility problems. The following trick 
allows us to reduce this number to a polynomial size. 
Let the integers (r, , a2, . . . be defined recursively by 
o,=[(N+l)/3)] ,..., ok+,=[(N-a,-...-ok+1)/3], 
and let 
j(k)=max{j: i w’<a, + . . . +(xk}. 
,=1 
Now we partition each wi for i=j(k) + 1 to obtain the new weights w;, i= 1, . . . , IZ’, 
such that integers j’(k) exist for which 
Suppose the state (n,, n2, n3) is to be realised. If n, L(Y~, then associate the 
weights wi, . . . , wJrcl, with M, and set n, : = nl -al. 
Otherwise if n2 L ctI, then do the same for M2, n2; otherwise if n3 2 aI, then do 
the same for M,, n3. 
If all n;< aI, then leave the first ai standard switches neutral and proceed to the 
next a2 ones, etc. 
(3) One may ask whetherthis method can be extended to greater T’s. The example 
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below shows that the elementary transformation of S, which so far has been 
observed as the result of the operator SWITCH applied to F, may require a too 
sophisticated reconstruction of F when / Tl>4. The basic idea is as follows. 
Focusing on T we see that SWITCH results in adding a sort of function to SF 
which can be represented by a ‘cell’ as shown in Fig. 17a. 
F 2 
-1 m +1 +I -1 
3 Q 4 
b 
Fig. 17 
A sequence of switchings results in a sum of those cells, and it may so happen 
that the summands will be balanced to form a combinatorial ‘manifold’ whose 
facets are just the cells. The manifold reflects what is being done over F while the 
resulting transformation of LjF is totally described by its boundary. A closed ‘sur- 
face’ preserves 6, while a surface lacking exactly one cell to become closed pro- 
vides a cell-type transformation of dF. What realisation can be found for a given 
cell surely depends on the initial multiflow F. 
In this connection the following ‘two-dimensional’ generalisations of graph- 
theoretic situations may be interesting. (1) Given a multiflow Fin a network 8, find 
a sequence of SWITCH-transformations of F (perhaps, but not necessarily in the 
form of a ‘manifold’) realising the given cell (cf. search of a path between two ver- 
tices of a graph). (2) Given Fin Y?, find a family of manifolds having the given cell 
Fig. 18. The cell of Fig. 17a realized according to the ‘manifold’ of Fig. 17b. 
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as their common boundary whose total weight is maximal consistent with F and ‘3 
(cf. max-flow problem for graphs). (See Fig. 18.) 
75 
11. MULTIFLOW TWOSOME 
In this section a max-min relation is established for the max Z-problem whose 
scheme has exactly two cliques, possibly overlapping. This problem is a generaliza- 
tion of both the two-flow problem solved by T.C. Hu (see [2]) and the free problem 
solved by V.L. Kuperschtoch [17] and B.V. Cherkasski [3]. 
As an auxiliary problem we consider a ‘smoothed’ version of the first one in 
which each flow between the cliques is estimated half as cheap as the internal flows, 
instead of being totally neglected. Our interest in these problems is evoked by the 
fact that each of them is, in its proper sense, non-cut-looking. 
11.1. Problems, upper bounds and theorems 
The problems studied here are the following: 
Problem 1. Given A, BcT, AnB=0, define a:[T]-tR+ by 
o(u) = 
1, ~E[A,BI, 
2, otherwise. 
Find a multiflow F= {f,: u E [T]} in Y?= (V, T;c) maximizing 
Problems 2. Given A, BC T, A fl B = 0, let CT= [T] \ [A, B]. Find a multiflow 
F={f,:u~ U> in Y?=(V, T; c) maximizing the total magnitude lIFIJ,= ~,,,&J. 
The maximal values of what is maximized in Problems 1 and 2 will be denoted 
by value’ (!I?; A, B) and value2 (82; A, B) respectively. 
Note that neither of these problems is cut-locking in its proper sense (as defined 
in Sections 8 and 9 respectively). Indeed, the weight function Tin Problem 1 is a 
metric on T which is not, in general, representable as a positive linear combination 
of cuts, since its restriction to A U B is known to be primitive whenever IA U BI z 5, 
IAI, IBlr2( see E xample 3.2). On the other hand, the scheme S= (T, U) is not loose 
whenever lAUBlz~5, IAl, IBlr2. 
Note also that in the case T=A U B (non-overlapping ‘countries’), Problem 1 is 
in a sense opposing the locking problem (,ti) Y?) with .w’= {A} U {{t}: t E TJ. Indeed, 
the former one has a solution F which is maximal in !I?, by Lemma 6.3, and hence 
i?U~MOIIO3 aql ahold dl!S”a UC3 1apEa.1 aye 
‘n 3 [J ‘s] IIe 103 (~)Cn#(s)h JaAaUayM (61 s) walqold 
‘LA ‘D ‘, q] pus [,,D ‘q ‘pa] saug dOq-OMI JO uogplu!q 
-u103 .Ieaug ag!sod B OJU! papuedxa aq uw ‘8 3 q ‘ye D ‘11q”‘ll= [qQ_T]~ dq paw3 
-ap + 8 + [a ‘~1 : 9 uogwn3 ayy wql y3ns 1 ura[qold 30 {[J] 3 n :“J) =,g uognlos 
E sisixa alay 31 AIUO pw 31 sp~oy ,anpc?A f=,anp~ uogenba ayl ‘QaweN .(zzr) 
.103 ley$ 01 uoseal ~euoyppe s! alaql (EZI) u! de2 ayl ION *paz@Iuy dlsnoauw 
-1nys ale s, l/qyjl aSOyM 30 IIE 4 Ui MO~!JnLU IEUI!XWU OU S??Lj LID!ljM J SI”U!” 
-Ial ua@ ayl ~J!M slyxa ylowau E IcyI OS ‘L uraloayL dq ‘alqeyDo1 IOU sy (839 
‘V30 :{q‘D}} 4py~ aw 1~~1 y UOsBaJ ayl ‘(ZZI) 04 sv azz18( ‘(~1 ‘sz(gnV( 
uayk wxa IOU ale (czl) put? (zz[) spunoq laddn ayl leq~ alou am MON 
[7 *p.n2~.1031y8g3~s s! (EZI) punoq puo3as aql *(zzI) suywqo 
auo ‘(&)x 103 r?pIwlo3 !yssey~ay3-y~o~q~sladn>I ayl ql!~ asay %I!U!qUIO3 ‘(88) Aq 
‘((4‘~)~-~q)~+~~)~)$~/l~Dsll 
PUE ‘(OZI) dq 
834 ‘VSD 
‘Ilq”sII 
aIq!ssod ~XLI!X~UI aql ~J!M Mo~!lInur IEXLI~X~_~ B s! (& ( jr) 30 uoynjos y%?a scaIaym 
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value(a 1 c) Ivalue(a 1 c’> 
where a’]s’, t’] =a[~-t(s), v-t(t)]. 
This lemma can be applied to obtain families of upper bounds for value’ and 
value2 of the form 
(124) value’ (8; A, B) 5 y(%‘; A’,B’) 
for any homomorphism v, : Yi- En’ which is l-l on T, where A’= (p(A), B’= v(B); 
and 
(125) value2(%; A, B) <+y(Y?‘; A’, B’) 
for any homomorphism v, : 8 --f 8’ which is l-l on each of the subsets A = T \ A and 
B= T\ B; here A’=p(A) \ y?(B), B’=q(B) \ q(A). 
Our main result in this section is that the bounds (124) and (125) are exact. 
Theorem 13. 
value’ (?I?; A, B) = min y(%!‘; A’, B’) 
over all proper homomorphisms for Problem 1, i.e. homomorphisms v,: XT?+ YT 
which are l-l on T; here A’=p(A) and B/=&B). 
Theorem 14. 
value’(%; A, B) = min 3 ~(8’; A’, B’) 
over all proper homomorphisms for Problem 2, i.e. maps rp which are l-l on both 
A and B; here A’=y?(A) \ q(B) and B’=(D(B) \ &A). 
11.2. Proof of Theorem 13 
From now on each multiflow is considered as a collection of weighted lines con- 
necting distinct terminals of ‘!I?. 
Set 
.y= {F in %: a.aF=value’ (Z; A, B)}. 
We shall write (a, b, . . . , c) to express that there exists a multiflow FE 5“ having a 
line L such that (a, b, . , . , c)L. An edge e E [V] will be called weak if there exists 
FE Y such that lF(e) cc(e). The solution FE 9 is said to be floating, if 
(i) c&e) < c(e) for all weak edges e E [VI, and 
(ii) for each x, Y, ZE I/ such that (x,Y, z>, there exists a line L of F such that 
(X,Y,Z>L. 
Existence of floating solutions follows from the fact that Yis convex. 
Throughout the remainder of this proof some floating solution F together with 
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its line presentation is assumed fixed. Let w(L) denote the weight of the line L in F. 
Lemma 11.3. Let ~7 : !Yi+ Y?’ be the homomorphism of Y? generated by the map 
v, : V+ I/’ such that p(x) = p(y) if and only if there exists a chain L = [x= uI, 
v2, . . . . vI =y] all of whose edges [vi_,, v;] are weak. Then 
value’ (m; A, B)=value’ (Y?‘; A’,B’). 
Proof. The homomorphism p is proper for Problem 1 since no solution can leave 
a set of weak edges containing a chain which connects two distinct terminals. Thus 
the inequality I follows from Lemma 11.2. 
On the other hand, let F’ be a multiflow in 97 such that a.d,, = value’@?‘; A, B). 
Its lines can be embedded back into Y? so that each of them, say L’, becomes a se- 
quence of chains whose gaps can be filled up with segments consisting of weak 
edges. Let F” be the multiflow on I/thus obtained; F” may violate the capacity con- 
straints for Y?. However there exists I> 0 such that H= (1 - 1)F-t IF” is again a 
multiflow in Y?. But then a.aH= (1 -I_) value’ (Y?; A, B) + A a~F,>value’(9?; A, B) 
_ a contradiction. 0 
We assume from this point on that the preliminary contraction described in 
Lemma 11.3 is already done, so that !II is without weak edges. Then it is easy to see 
that F is also without self-intersecting lines. 
For each x,y~ V, x#y, define 
W[x,yl= {ue I/: (x, V,Y)}. 
Theorem 13 follows from a number of statements on this sort of subsets, presented 
below. Those of them which treat A and B in an asymmetrical manner remain true 
after their roles are exchanged. 
Lemma 11.4. 
(X,Y,Z%(X, U,Y> -+(x, u,z>. 
In other words, W[x, z] is ‘convex’ in the sense that if ye W[x, z], then 
WX,Yl c wx, zl. 
Proof. Let J,K be lines of F such that (x, y, z)J and (x, v, y)K. Choose E, O<EI 
min{ w(J), w(K)}, and transform F into the new multiflow F’, subtracting E from 
w(J) and w(K) and introducing the following two E-lines: 
J’ which coincides with J outside the segment J[x, y] and has J’[x, y] =K[x, y], 
and 
K’ which coincides with K outside K[x, y] and has K’[x, y] = J[x, y]. 
Note now that S,, =a,, so that F’EY. At the same time (x, v, z)J’ whence 
0, U, z>. 0 
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The following lemmas present the list of configurations admitting an increase of 
cr. ~3~ by means of certain switching transformations of F. 
Lemma 11.5. Let aEA, bEB, SET\B, tET\A, and s#a, t#b; then 
W[a, b] fl W[s, t] = 0. 
Proof. (See Fig. 19.) If there exists u E W[a, b] n W[s, t], then for lines J, K of F such 
that (a, u, b)J and (s, U, t)K do SWITCH (J, K; u; as: 61). This increases 0. SF - 
a contradiction. 0 
Fig. 19 
Lemma 11.6. Let aEA and bl, b2 E B, 6, # b2; then 
W[a,blJn W[a,bz]={a}. 
Proof. (See Fig. 20.) If there exists u E W[a, b,] n W[a, b2] other than a, then for 
lines J,, J2 of F such that (a, u, bi)Ji, i = 1,2, do SWITCH (JI, J2; U; 6162 : aa). This 
preserves 0. ~3, but yields the closed line J,(a, u) . J2(u, a) whose edges must be 
weak - a contradiction. 0 
Fig. 20. 
Lemma 11.7. Let a EA, and b, s, t be three distinct terminals from B; then 
W[a, b] f3 W[s, t] = {a} or 0. 
Proof. (See Fig. 21.) If there exists o E W[a, b] Cl W[s, t] other than a, then consider 
lines J, K of F such that (a, u, b)J and (s, u, t)K, and so SWITCH (J, K; u; as: bt). 
This preserves 0. dF but creates the situation of Lemma 11.6. q 
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B , B 
b t (2 0 0 
/ \ 
_ w /  
Fig. 21 
Now Theorem 13 follows directly from the following 
Lemma 11.8. If FE .Y is floating, then 
IT * BF = y(!J?; A, B). 
Proof. To establish this lemma we transform F into the new multiflow 
H= {h, : u E [T]} breaking each transit line of F into two lines connecting ter- 
minals and having no terminal inside. Since F is a solution of Problem 1, H is also 
a solution (but perhaps not floating). First we note that H locks every terminal of 
% and so is maximal, by the Kuperschtoch-Cherkasski theorem. Next, H locks every 
pair {a, b} where a E A, b E B, by Lemmas 11.5 and 11.7. This means that 
((h,J/ =+(c(a>+c(b>-c(a,b)) for all SEA, beB, 
whence 
= c c(t)-+ c (c<a>+c(b>-c(a,b)) 
(ET otA.beB 
= y(Y?; A, B). 0 
Proof of Theorem 13. The contraction ~0 : %+!I? described in Lemma 11.3 preserves 
0. dF for any floating solution F. So we have 
value’(%; A, B) = (T. S,= y(%‘; A’, B’), 
by Lemma 11.8. Together with Lemma 11.2 this proves the theorem. Cl 
The question may arise of what sort of metric on V provides the ‘dual solution’ 
for Problem 1 in the sense of linear programming. 
Lemma 11.9. Let % be without weak edges. For given a EA, b E B, let v/ be the 
proper homomorphism defined by 
w(x) = x, 
if xE W[a, b] or x= b, 
a, if xE W[a,b]\{b). 
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Then w preserves value’. 
Proof. Since 8 has no weak edges, value’(%; A, B) equals to ~(‘32; A, B), the latter 
being obviously preserved by t,~. 0 
Remark. It does not follow from anywhere and is in general wrong that two such 
contractions also preserve value’. The fact is that Lemma 11.9 is true assuming the 
network is free from weak edges. But an edge which was not weak in !X! may become 
such in I,@?). So the second contraction is possible only after all such edges are con- 
tracted according to Lemma 11.3. (See Fig. 22). 
Fig. 22. 
The 
Theorem 13’. 
value’(%;A,b)=minp.c 
over all metrics ,a on V, having the form 
P = c Z[&, x,1 -
<ET 
OE&eB ZLG&l 
where {X, : t E T} is a disjoint family of subsets X, C V/such that X, f7 T= {t}, and 
where I, denotes the indicator function of the subset B c [VI. 
11.3. Proof of Theorem 14 
We start with the observation that if a multiflow F in % has nonzero flows 
f,,, f,[ for some a E A and s, t E B, s # t, then the flow fst can be increased at their 
expense merely by concatenating equally weighted lines of f, and f,, in the ter- 
minal a. Such an operation preserves o. BF but increases 11 F 11 u. We show that there 
exists a solution F of Problem 1 for % such that the above operations, if rationally 
done, provide a solution of Problem 2. 
As above, let Y be the set of all solutions of Problem 1 in %. For each multi- 
flow FE .Y define YF as the set of vectors (CI, p), where a: [A] x B+R+ and 
/I : A X WI -+R+ satisfy the inequalities 
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These two functions may be thought of as two multiflows in the ‘small’ network 
(T, T; S,) with terminal-sets A and B respectively. Our aim is to maximize 
for a given FE .Y and then to maximize this maximum over all FE 9. After this is 
done, a solution H= {h,: u E U} of Problem 2 can be constructed as follows (cf. 
Section 6). 
(i) For each a EA, b E B represent fob as 
where q&, p,b’ and fib are flows with the same terminals a, b such that 
(129) II cdt II= 4e 619 II ul,b’ II = Ph w 
which is possible due to (126). 
(ii) Direct the edges of [A] U [B] and the flows f,, from Fi and FL so that the 
directed edge [s, t] points at the sink of f,,. After this is done the directions of the 
flows &,q$ are induced by those of [a, t], [6, t] in the obvious manner: if [a, t] 
points at (away from) a, then a is to be chosen as the sink (source) for &, and 
similarly for q$. 
(iii) For each directed edge [s, t] E [A] set 
h,, =fs, + c <cd + di> 
and for each directed [s, t] E [B] set 
For all other u E U set h, = f,. 
Note that q$, and (0; have the same magnitude and divergencies of opposite signs 
in the common terminal b, and that q$’ and & behave similarly. Thus each h,, is 
a flow with terminals s, t and magnitude 
blEBa(st,b), s,teA, 
Ilhsll = IIfs, II + 
oFA PM, SO, s, 1 E B. 
We now calculate 
II I-I II I/ = L” II hu II 
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Note that the residual sum 
(130) ..Ac,,, II f,“b II
depends on (a, p) E !YF and thus also on F. Let 
r(F) = min OEAEB 11 ftb I/ subject to (126) 
for FE 7’, and let 
Q = min{r(F) : FEY}. 
Let Y*= {FE .Y: r(F) =Q}; each member of .Y* will be referred to as a presolu- 
tion of Problem 2. We establish the following 
Theorem 15. 
value’ = +(value’ -e) 
which implies that each presolution provides a solution to Problem 2 in % by solving 
Problem 2 for the ‘small network’ RF = (T, T; 6,). 
Lemma 11.10. If FE 5“ and (a, /?) E :YF are such that the residual sum (130) is zero, 
then the multiflow H obtained from F and (a, p) according to (i)-(iii), is a solution 
of Problem 2. 
Proof. Straightforward from (123). 0 
Suppose now that Q>O. We introduce the following two types of weak edges: 
E’={e[V]:ZF~9*,[~(e)<c(e)}, 
and 
M={uE[A,B]:.YFE.Y*, I( f$II >O}. 
Obviously, each e E E” is weak also in the sense of subsection 11.2, since .Y* c .% 
Lemma 11.11. Contracting all eE E” preserves value’ and Q. 
Proof. It is based on the same ideas as that of Lemma 11.3. 0 
So assume that E”= 0. A presolution F and a vector (a, /3) will be called 
floating, if 
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(1) if x, y, z E V are such that there exists F’E Y* with a line L’ satisfying (x, y, z)L’, 
then F has also a line L such that (x, y, z)L; 
(2) I/ f, )I > 0 for each u EM. Existence of floating combinations F, (a, p) follows 
from the facts that 
(a) Y* is convex; and 
(b) for F(‘) E Y* (aCi) PC”) E 9 , 9 F(~), i= 42 we have 
A(a(‘), ,L?“‘) + (1 - J.)(ac2), pC2’) E Y,+u+ (, _ kjFw 
for Ollr 1. 
From now on some floating combination F, (a, @) is assumed fixed, FE .Y* and 
(a, /3) E <YF; and let H= {h, : u E I/} be a multiflow obtained from F and (a, j3) ac- 
cording to (i)-(iii). We obviously have 11 H II u = +(a. ~5~ - Q). 
Lemma 11.12. M is a matching. 
Proof. Suppose that M contains [a, s] and [a, t] with the same a EA and distinct 
s, t E B, and let E = min{ /I f,“, (I, II f$ )I } . Then (126) would not be violated if we in- 
crease p(a, st) by E. But this would reduce the residual sum (130) below Q - a 
contradiction. 0 
Define 
W’[x, y] = {u E V: ~TFE Y* such that (x, o, y)L for some line L of F) 
for x,ye I/. 
Lemma 11.13. Let aeA and let b, s, t be three distinct terminals from B. If 
[a, b] EM, then 
W’[a, b] n W’[S, t] = 0. 
Proof. Suppose there exists u E W’[a, b] n W’[s, t] and let J, K be lines of F such that 
(a, o, b)J and (s, U, t)K. We can assume that J belongs to the residual flow fib. Do 
SWITCH(J, K; o; as : tb) with E sufficiently small. Since the residual r(F) remains 
unchanged, we have shown that [a, Sj EM which contradicts Lemma 11.12. 0 
Lemma 11.14. If [a, b] EM and a(at, s) > 0 for some s E B \ {b}, t E A \ (a>, then 
[s, t] EM (symmetrically, [a, b] E M & /&s, bt) > 0 * [s, t] EM). 
Proof. Choose E, 0 < E 5 min{ I( f,“b II, aCat, s>> and transform (a, fi) assigning 
a(at, s) := a(at, s) -E, /3(a, bs) := j?(a, bs) + E. It preserves (126) and the residual sum 
(130) but makes (I fz\l >O. 0 
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Lemma 11.15. Zf [a, b] EM then 
i 
c&b)=0 for ds,t~A\{a}, 
,&a, st) = 0 for all s, t E B \ {b}. 
Proof. If, say, a(st, b)>O then choose E, O<e<min{+ (( f,Ob((,a(sf,b)) and trans- 
form (a, p) assigning 
cr(st, b) : = a(& b) - E, a@, b) : = a@, 6) + E, a(&, 6) := a(at, b) + E. 
Thus (126) is preserved while (130) is reduced below Q - a contradiction. 0 
Now consider the contraction v, : %7-t !I?‘= (V’, T’; c’) which maps each W’[a, b] 
for [a, b] = u EM onto the single terminal t; E T’, being l-l outside IJtobIcM W’[a, b]. 
Set 
A’=yl(A)\q$B), B’=q$B)\tp(A) and U’=[T’]\[A’,B’]. 
Since M is a matching, p is a proper homomorphism with respect to Problem 2. Let 
F’, H’ be the q-images of F, H and let a’, /I’ be the restriction of a, fl to [A’] x B’, 
A’ x [B’] respectively (A’, B’ being thought of as subsets of A, B). Then H’ can be 
considered as obtained from F’ and (a’, /3’) according to (i)-(iii), the corresponding 
residual sum (127) being zero. Thus 
I/H’ I/ Li’ = +y(Y?‘; A’, B’). 
But it follows from Lemmas 11.13-15 that 
/(H’IIV= liHIILi=3(value1(~;A,B)-e) 
which proves both Theorems 14 and 15. q 
The linear programming formulation of the duality theorem is of little interest; 
it can easily be derived from Theorem 13’. 
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12. INTEGERS AND FRACTIONS IN MULTIFLOW PROBLEMS’ 
SOLUTIONS 
Here some of the problems considered above are shown to have integer-valued 
solutions under certain conditions imposed on the capacity function. On the other 
hand we shall see that the three-flow feasibility problem (so far not handled com- 
binatoriclly) inevitably has fraction-valued solutions with whatever desired de- 
numerator dispite those conditions. 
Definition. A function g : [V] +R is called even if 
(a) each value g(e), e E [VI, is integral, and 
(b) g[X, X] is even for each XC I/. 
It is quite easy to prove the following 
Proposition. An integer-valued functions g is even if and only if for each XE V the 
sum c,, V\(X) g[x, y] is even. 
Definition. Given a subset T C_ V, the function g is said to be even module T if g 
is integer-valued and the sum C,, v,tw) g[x, y] is even for each XE V\ T. 
In this section an integer-valued nonnegative function con [V] will be represented 
as a loop-free multigraph G, with as many as c[x, y] edges connecting each pair 
x, y E V, xf y. We retain the notation [x, y] for the bundle of edges connecting x and 
y. A network %! = (V, T; c) will also be denoted by (G,, T). 
Proposition. Let c: [ V]-tR+ be even module T for some T c V. Then GO is a 
union of cycles and chains both of whose end-points are in T. If c is even, then each 
connectivity component of G, is Eulerian. 
Cherkasski ([3], Theorem 1’) has found for each such c an expansion of the above 
type with a maximal possible number of non-closed chains. The following examples 
of even functions should be mentioned: 
(1) a triangle ncz (see Section 2); 
(2) & - 6, for any integer-valued multiflow F on V. 
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Even draining transformations 
Let F be an integer-valued multiflow in (G,, T) where c is even modulo T, and 
let b = c - iF. Then b is also even modulo T, so that each connectivity component 
of Gb containing no terminals is Eulerian. Let GJF denote the multigraph obtain- 
ed from G, by contracting each connectivity component of Gb. 
Suppose we are given a subset A c T to drain. If there exists a terminal in T\A 
connected with A by a chain of Gb, then we simply add this chain to F. 
Lemma 12.1. Suppose that there is no chain in Gb connecting A with T\A. Then 
for each XE V \ T there exists either no or at least two edge-disjoint chains of G, 
connecting x with T (in fact both of them connect x with either A or T \A). 
Let P={XO,X,,..., X,) be an active path in G/F starting from the contraction 
of the ‘marsh’ M(A) c V. Here X, are the vertex-sets of the components of Gb. 
For i= 1, . . . ,m let ej = [ti_l,sj] c [Xj_,,Xi] be the edge of G, through which P 
leaves X, , and enters Xi, so that each component X, acquires the two terminals: 
source si and sink t;. Each ej corresponds to a backward arc of P. 
Since each G,(X,), i#O, m, is Eulerian we can find at least two edge-disjoint 
paths in G,(X,) connecting si and ti. For i = 0 or rn we can find two edge-disjoint 
chains connecting to with A or s,,, with T\A respectively, by Lemma 12.1. Now the 
reader himself can define the integral draining transformation of F along P (see Fig. 
23). 
T\A 
A 
Fig. 23. 
As a corollary we have the following two statements. 
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Theorem 16. The following problems have integer-valued solutions provided c is 
even modulo T: 
(a) the locking problem (&, !I?) for any loose & c 2T; 
(b) the max Z-problem (S, R) provided T(S) is bichromatic; 
(c) the extremal problem (a I c> provided a is a cut-locking metric on T. 
Theorem 17. The feasibility problem (c, d) with even c - d and supp(d) c U such that 
S = (T U) is isomorphic to one of the graphs K4, C, and a union of two stars, has 
an integer-valued solution whenever it has a solution at ah. 
The above theorem fails for an arbitrary scheme S. To show this we propose the 
problem (c,d) for each integer k with supp(d) consisting of three edges, such that 
the value 2/k is inevitably taken by a member of any of its solutions. It would be 
convenient to represent the demand function d by the weighted scheme Sd = (T, U) 
defined as the multigraph with exactly d[s, t] edges connecting each pair s, t of ter- 
minals. Thus the feasibility problem (c,d) is represented as the pair (S,, G,) of 
multigraphs. The required example is being built in the following stages. 
Stage 1. Let !I?,, = (GO, TO) be the network depicted in Fig. 24a with TO = {x, y,p, q) 
and GO = (I$, E,) consisting of two symmetrical ‘bridges’: the left one, with the in- 
ternal vertices 1: 1” and the right, with the internal vertices r’, r”. Both [I’, /“I and 
[r’, r”] consist of two edges which corresponds to c[l’,l”] =c[r’,r”] =2. Let 
9’0 = (SO, ‘!I&) be the feasibility problem where Se = (TO, U,) is the cycle walking 
around the terminals in the order: x,p, y, q, as is shown in Fig. 24a by springs. 
9”,, has two extreme solutions: the ‘left’ solution F(‘) = {f,“’ : u E U,} saturating 
the edge [I’, P’] of the left bridge with the flows f:2 and f;j and leaving [r’,r”] 
empty (see Fig. 24b), and the ‘right’ solution F (r) defined just similarly up to 
transposing the roles of ‘I’ and ‘r’. 
I’ r’ I’ 
I 
r 
Fig. 24. 
The general solution of .9,, is the segment with the end-points F(‘) and F(r): 
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(131) F(a)=(fu(a)=(l--)~~‘)+~~~r):UEUO} 
where 0 I 1y 5 1. It follows that 
(132) &[I’, I”] = 2(1 - a), <+N[r’, T”] = 2a. 
Stage 2. Suppose we are given an integer kz2. Consider k disjoint copies 
.Y;=(Si,%j); i=l,..., k of .PO, where !I?; = (Gi, 7;), Gj = (I$, E,), S; = (q, U,), the cor- 
responding vertices being distinguished by the same subscript i. Construct the new 
problem 9’ = (So, go) from those copies with Go = (V’, R’), So = (To, U”) defined 
as follows. 
(2a) To= lJF=, 7;; CT’= UF=, u;. 
(2b) I/O is obtained from U:, , 5 by merging each pair { lr, I:+ 1 ), i = 1,3,. . . (odd) 
and {&$+r, }, i=2,4 ,... (even) into the new vertex fi,i+ , , i = 1,2,3, . . . ; by merging 
the set {r;, . . . . r;} into the new vertex u’ and the set {r;, . . . , r-i> into the new vertex 
u”. The vertex 1; which has avoided merging will now be denoted by s, while its 
counterpart with the subscript k (i.e. 1: if k is odd and f; if k is even) will be 
denoted by t. 
(2~) E” is obtained from Ur=, Ei by merging all the twofold edges [rl, r;], 
i=l , . . . , k, into one bundle, also twofold. 
The problem ~9’ is shown in Fig. 25 where the edges of So are depicted as 
springs. 
Lemma 12.2. The general solution of 9’ is the simplex 
FG% ....> a*)=Fl(al)(JqqJ . ..y$Q) 
where FpO is the general solution of ~4 regarded as embedded into Y?’ together 
with IIzi, and al, . . . , ak Satisfy 
(133) a;rO, ,...,k; i= 1 i, ai 5 1. 
Proof. Let F be any solution of 8’. It is easy to see from Fig. 25 that each line of 
F connecting two terminals from some 7;;~ To lies entirely within the subgraph Gi 
of Go and thus F is the union of certain solutions of the subproblems Y;, 
i=l , . . . , k. The last inequality in (133) follows from (132) and the constraint 
&[u’, un] 5 2. 0 
Stage 3. Suppose now that we have to push a flow f,, between the vertices s and t in 
‘9’ in adition to some solution of 9’. What is the maximal value of /If,, II? Clearly, 
whatever solution of .k?’ is chosen, it leaves only a chain L = [s, I,,, I,,, . . . , lk- I&, t] 
for such a flow. If the solution is specified by the values a,, . . . , ak, then max (( f,, (1 
compatible with F@I*...,~~) is equal to 
(134) min{(c-rF)[[i_,,i,li,;+I]: i= 1, . . . . k} =min{2oi: i= 1, . . . . k}, 
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Fig. 25. 
where l,, I and I,,, + , should be understood as s and t respectively. It follows 
from (134) that the maximum of IIf,,li in the amount of 2/k is achieved only for 
or =“‘=ffk= l/k. 
Keeping in mind this remark we now construct the even problem :s” = (s, 9) whose 
single solution F= {_& : u E 0) is such that &(-) is 0 and 2/k. 
To do this consider k disjoint copies .Fj = (Sj,@) of 9’, Sj= (rj, Uj), 
@=(l/i,Ej), j= 1 , . . . , k, whose vertices acquire the superscript j, and let 
(3a) P be obtained from U:=, Vj by merging the sets {s’, . . . , sk> and {tl, . . . , tk} 
into the vertices s and t respectively: 
(3b) ,?= u;=, Ej; 
(3c) F= {S, t} U(& Tj); 
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(34 ~={b,tl}WU~=,Uj). 
Referring to the origination of Yj one may say that :p is assembled of k2 copies 
Y! of the initial problem YO shown in Fig. 24a. 
Lemma 12.3. :? has the unique solution E= { _(U : u E u}. It has the property that 
~~equals2/koneveryarcalongthechainsLJ=[s,l~,,,I,J,, ..., Ii_,,k,t], j=l,..., k, 
while the other flows form the same solution F CL’k) in every subnet !I?:, i, j = 1, . . . , k. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
The scheme s is the union of the edge [s, t] and as many as k2 disjoint cycles of 
length 4. Now the number of flows should be reduced to three. 
Stage 4. Let us introduce three new pairs of terminals {I, [*: i = 1,2,3). Set 3 = s, 
3” = t. Further identify each x! with 1 and each yJ with 2, i, j= 1, . . . , k. Finally, con- 
nect each pi and each q/ with each of the terminals I*, 2* by an ordinary edge (i.e. 
set c[p!, l*] = c[qi, 1*] = c[p/, 2*] = c[q{, 2*] = 1 for all i, j = 1, . . . , k). All vertices 
other than I,!* are now regarded as internal. 
Impose the demands 
(135) d[ I, i*] = d[& 2*] = 2k*, d[3_, 3_*1= 2. 
The problem B thus obtained yields the desired example. 
Lemma 12.4. The problem 9 has a solution. 
Proof. A solution for 9 can be built up from that for the previous problem by the 
natural mapping P+ V, after which the lines only need to be extended till the new 
terminals 1, i*, i = 1,2,3. 0 
The solution offered by Lemma 12.4 is not unique, however. To see this, consider 
the four vertices 1, ;+, , pi, u’,p;+ 1 with arbitrary (but the same) superscript j (which 
is omitted) and even subscript i. The flows obtained as the images of F have positive 
values on the arcs 
(~;,;+l,P;), (V’,Pi), (4,;+,,Pi+A (U’>Pi,,). 
We can add the increments 
+c, -&, -E, f& 
to the respective values of fi , and the increments of the opposite signs to those of 
f2. When 1 E 1 I l/k this provides a new solution for 9. 
The following statement is nevertheless true. 
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Lemma 12.5. The flow f3 from every solution F= {f,, f2, f3) of 9 takes no values 
other than 0 and 2/k. 
Proof. Surely there can be no chains for f3 to flow through other than L’, . . . , Lk. 
Consider the following partition of vertices into subsets W and IV= V\ W: 
(9 {1,2*,3_}CW, (1*,2} C p; 
(ii) (u’)~E W, (u”)~E m for j= 1, . . . ,k; POE W, q/E p for i,j= 1, . . . , k; 
(iii) for each path L’ directed from s to t the points with odd ordinals belong to 
W while those with even ordinals belong to F (so that Z*E W when k is even and 
3_*~ IV when k is odd). 
It is easy to see that c[ W, P] = 4k2 + 2k. On the other hand, f3, which runs only 
through L’ , . . . , Lk, occupies as many as k (1 f3 /( capacity units of the cut-set [ W, PI], 
since each of those paths has exactly k edges in common with [W, J?“]. Thus the 
capacity of [W, W] remaining for f, and f2, is c[ W, W] -k Ij f3 1) = 4k2. Since this 
amount coincides with (( fi [I + /( f2 (1, it follows that each line of fi and f2 has ex- 
actly one edge in common with [W, @I. 
Consider a subnet !Qj for any j= 1, . . . , k. The cut-set [W, E’] induces the cut-set 
[ Wj, F?‘j] of capacity 4k + 2 in X!j; at the same time the restrictions of f,, fi within 
!I?j are flows of magnitude 2k from 1 to l* and 2 to 2* respectively. The above 
arguments lead to the conclusion that f3 has only 2 capacity units of [ WJ, @j] to 
use, whence the value of f3 along Li is 2/k. Cl 
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